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ABSTRACT
An optical isolator is a device that allows only one-way light transmission. It
is an essential optical component used for protection of laser sources found in
many applications such as undersea optical communication networks, spec-
troscopy, fluorescence microscopy, and laser cutting. Today, all optical isola-
tors that are commercially available are constructed from magneto-optic ma-
terials that non-reciprocally rotate the polarization of counter-propagating
light. In free-space and fiber optics, Faraday isolators perform extremely well
with the difference in forward and backward transmission (isolation contrast)
exceeding 40 dB over a wide range of laser wavelengths. In integrated pho-
tonic circuits, however, Faraday isolators are difficult to implement due to
the lack of an established fabrication process for permanent magnets on-chip,
and due to material limitations such as high absorption coefficient and low
magneto-optic coefficient.
In this thesis, I investigate a new optical isolation technique that does not
rely on the magneto-optic effect and can be implemented using any dielec-
tric material. The technique exploits a common light-sound coupling pro-
cess called Brillouin scattering to enable one-way light transmission within a
simple system composed of a waveguide and a whispering-gallery resonator
(WGR). I demonstrate that it is possible to induce a mode split within op-
tical resonances of the WGR through Brillouin coupling with a mechanical
mode of the WGR acting as a coherent state. This process is called Brillouin
scattering induced transparency (BSIT), and similar effects have previously
been observed in both atomic vapors (using electronic coherent states) and
optomechanical devices (using standing-wave mechanical resonances). Dis-
tinct from past efforts, the BSIT effect is sensitive to propagation direction
due to momentum conservation requirements intrinsic to Brillouin scatter-
ing, and therefore permits unidirectional optical transparency while optical
absorption occurs in the opposite direction. As a result, BSIT can be used
ii
to produce an ideal optical isolator.
My theoretical analysis of the BSIT system shows that increasing Brillouin
coupling leads to a wider transparency window. Using this, I am able to
experimentally demonstrate that the light transmits through the system with
nearly zero loss in the transparency direction. Such an optical isolator having
extremely low forward insertion loss, and which can be implemented in any
dielectric, is extremely attractive for integrated applications where magnetic
fields are undesirable and the material availability is limited.
Lastly, I characterize the BSIT system as a slow light system, an effect that
is associated with a rapidly changing optical phase response. I estimate the
achievable time-delay and bandwidth of BSIT system and show that they are
comparable to that of other slow light systems. Surprisingly, BSIT is shown
to surpass other slow light systems in terms of size and power consumption
by at least 5 orders of magnitude. Therefore, BSIT may also be used to
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The laser emits light from the stimulated emission process which grants a
narrow optical linewidth defined by the energy level transition. In various
applications, such narrow linewidth is manipulated to improve the system
performance compared to those using the broadband optical source. In opti-
cal communication networks, the data transfer rate is greatly improved with-
out increasing the signal bandwidth by frequency division multiplexing aided
by the narrow laser linewidth. In fluorescence microscopy, illuminating the
dyed specimen with a narrow linewidth laser allows the observation of cells
and molecules with increased spatial resolution because the light source and
fluorescence are spectrally resolved. And in spectroscopy, a narrow linewidth
laser can excite a specific energy transition allowing the identification of ma-
terials with different energy level structures. In all of these applications, the
laser linewidth directly affects the system performance. Unfortunately, the
laser is a sensitive optical instrument easily disturbed from reflections and
feedback fed into the laser diode or cavity. Thus, we invest a lot of effort
protecting and stabilizing the laser source to upkeep and sustain the narrow
linewidth.
One way to protect the laser source is to minimize reflections. The idea
of applying a thin film to reduce reflection dates back to 1817 when Joseph
Fraunhofer first explored chemically treating glass surface and observed the
difference in reflections [1]. Then in 1886, Lord Rayleigh proposed how index
matching could reduce the reflection on glass surfaces [2]. Lord Rayleigh
found that a glass with a thin film of tarnish transmits better than a glass
surface that is free of any deposits. As oppose to the glass-air interface, an
interface with intermediate layer made with index matched film (having a
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refractive index lower than glass but larger than air, nglass 〉 nfilm 〉 nair)
transmits more light. Today, hundreds of intricate layers of thin films with
refractive index matching or even a graded-index anti-reflective coatings are
commonly used to achieve highly-transparent glass surfaces for eyeglasses,
camera lenses, and optical components used in research. However, as the
name “anti-reflective coating” suggests, this method only protects the laser
source from reflections that occur on the glass surfaces.
In reality, surface reflection is only one of many causes for instabilities and
disturbances to the laser source. Therefore, we must block all optical signals
sent towards the laser source which includes reflection, scattering, misguided
optical signal and even input from other light sources. For that reason, the
Faraday effect based optical isolator technology has been studied since the
development of masers and lasers. In 1953, the Faraday effect was used for
the first time to build the nonreciprocal element, microwave gyrator [3]. The
first demonstration of micrwave gyrator was an important accomplishment
because the gyrator is a fundamental building block for constructing many
other nonreciprocal elements including the isolator. Simply, a passive fil-
ter can be implemented in series with the gyrator (Fig. 1.1, 1.3) to create
an isolator (Fig. 1.2). Shortly afterwards, a microwave isolator was demon-
strated [4,5] and many other nonreciprocal elements in optical domain were
also developed in the early 1960s [6, 7, 8].
π
Port 1 Port 2
Figure 1.1: A gyrator is a two port nonreciprocal device that induces a π
phase shift in the forward direction relative to the backward direction.
For understanding how such nonreciprocal devices behave, we use scatter-
ing matrix for convenience. With the sign conventions of Fig. 1.2, a gyrator
























Port 1 Port 2
Figure 1.2: An isolator is another two port nonreciprocal device that
transmits light one way while blocking transmission the other way.
the device, subscript 1 is for port 1 and subscript 2 is for port 2. In essence, a
signal entering port 1 will exit from port 2 with no phase shift while another
signal entering (such as reflection or scattering) port 2 will exit from port
1 with π phase shift. Similarly, an isolator (Fig. 1.2) which only allows a













This scattering matrix also represents an ideal isolator device response
which behaves in the following way. First, all of port 1 input must exit at port
2 (zero insertion loss). Second, all of port 2 input must be absorbed (complete
isolation). And last, no reflection should occur at the device although it
should naturally follow when zero insertion loss and complete isolation is
achieved due to conservation of energy. Placing such optical isolator in front
of a laser source would allow all of laser power to be utilized while protecting
the source from disturbances.
Today, an optical isolator is constructed using the Faraday effect exclu-
sively in commercial applications. An optical isolator is composed of a
magneto-optic material which rotates the polarization non-reciprocally (Fig. 1.3)
and a birefringent film acting as a filter for the back-propagating optical sig-
nal. A bulk optical isolator1 without space and magnetic field constraints
works extremely well outperforming all other experimental approaches. How-
ever, we must examine how the Faraday optical isolator operates to examine
its feasibility in other applications.
The Faraday effect is governed by the equation θ = V BL where θ is the
1It is referring to optical isolator that uses a bulk magneto-optic material prepared












Figure 1.3: Faraday rotation using magneto-optic material. Light passing
through the magneto-optic material experiences a non-reciprocal change in
polarization angle because the magnetic field applying the bias is a vector
quantity. Subsequently, birefringent filter is used to allow or prevent light
transmission based on polarization (not shown here).
polarization rotation angle, V is the Verdet (magneto-optic) constant, B is
the magnetic field, and L is the device length. Ideally, π/4 radian polar-
ization rotation is required to completely isolate reflections. Many optical
materials, however, do not have a significant Verdet constant. Therefore,
Faraday isolator requires a large magnetic field or a long device length even
when constructed with rare-earth iron garnets that does have practical Verdet
constants. This makes the chip-scale implementation of Faraday isolator dif-
ficult where the device size is one of the most important engineering metric.
Furthermore, Faraday isolator is not suitable in applications requiring
magnetic-field-sensitive components such as atomic vapor-based sensors. One
example is a Rb atomic clock. An atomic clock outputs pulses at a defined
frequency which can then be used to measure time. Needless to say, the
stability of atomic clock oscillator is the key performance metric defining
the long-term accuracy of time measurements. Although the atomic clock
requires an optical isolator, the Faraday-effect based optical isolators are
not suitable because the magnetic field necessary for the Faraday rotation
disrupts the hyperfine transition through Zeeman shift. This leads to the
splitting of Rb hyperfine energy level transition and degrades the accuracy
of atomic clocks.
Many alternative optical isolation methods that does not rely on mag-
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netic field bias have been proposed and demonstrated to avoid such prob-
lems [9,10,11,12,13,14,15], but Faraday optical isolators still outperform in
terms of bandwidth, insertion loss and isolation contrast [6,16,17,18]. There-
fore, my graduate study was dedicated to exploring a different approach that
can compete against Faraday optical isolator without using magnetic fields
and is compatible with chip-scale process ideal for integration to system-on-
chip applications. The proposed optical isolator design relies on Brillouin
scattering optomechanical interaction to realize non-reciprocal light trans-
mission. As Brillouin scattering is a process found in all optical materials,
it can be implemented in any existing optical devices including integrated
photonic circuits.
In this thesis, two coupled optical modes required for Brillouin scattering
in a cavity is used to draw an analogy to electron energy level transitions
of an atom and to demonstrate induced transparency. Electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [19, 20] arises from destructive interference of
electronic energy transitions induced by a long-lived non-radiative coherence
of atomic states. This destructive interference suppresses and prevents the
optical excitation of the medium [21]. Similarly, Brillouin scattering induced
transparency (BSIT) emerges from destructive interference of light scattering
pathways induced by a long-lived acoustic phonon mode of the resonator.
It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that the induced trans-
parency having the acoustic mode linewidth appears with an optomechan-
ical coupling. As the coupling rate is increased, the induced transparency
becomes more apparent with broader and larger transparency window. In-
terestingly, when the coupling rate exceeds the optical loss rate, the size
of the transparency window can no longer increase as the transmission is
already completely inhibited i.e. lossless transmission. However, the theo-
retical analysis predicts that the transparency width will continue to widen
with the increasing optomechanical coupling rate.
At this point, the counter-propagating degenerate optical mode is still
unperturbed without the excitation of the acoustic mode in the backward
direction. Comparing the forward and backward transmissions, the differ-
ence in absorption spectra reveals the BSIT system’s isolation contrast. The
extremely small loss in the forward transmission translates to nearly zero
insertion loss. Thus, the isolation contrast per insertion loss of BSIT optical
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isolator rivals with the performance of commercial Faraday optical isolators.
For this reason, BSIT system strongly appeals to optical devices fabricated
on-chip and applications where a stray magnetic field is undesirable such as
an atomic clock.
1.2 Chapter overview
Chapter 2 provides the basic understanding of reciprocity theorem for elec-
tromagnetic waves and how we can design a device to circumvent this re-
striction. We will review both traditional approach using the Faraday effect
and more recent development of reciprocity breaking methods.
Chapter 3 provides the necessary background on optical and acoustic whis-
pering gallery modes. We show how optical and mechanical modes are catego-
rized and characterized. The optical quality factor and its measurement tech-
nique is discussed as we utilize the resonantly enhanced optical and acoustic
modes to allow observation of optomechanical effects with low optical power.
Also, we introduce waveguide-resonator coupling techniques and explain the
fabrication process for optical couplers and resonators including but not lim-
ited to tapered optical fiber coupler and microsphere resonators that we use
for the experimental results appearing in this thesis.
Chapter 4 reviews fundamental background information for understanding
Brillouin scattering with emphasis on the necessary conditions such as energy
and momentum conservation requirement and acousto-optic interaction.
Chapter 5 presents the first experimental demonstration of Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency [22]. A complete analytical description as well
as experimental methods and experimental result are presented here.
Chapter 6 describes how slow and fast light can be achieved using Brillouin
scattering induced transparency [22]. The amplitude and phase response of
Brillouin scattering induced transparency can be used to directly estimate
slow and fast light time. We also show that Brillouin scattering induced
transparency system outperforms all previous state-of-the-art slow and fast
light systems in terms of an engineering metric, delay-bandwidth per size
and power consumption.
Chapter 7 presents Faraday optical isolator theory and an alternative
approach to achieve optical isolation without relying on magneto-optic ef-
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fects [23]. Brillouin scattering induced transparency based optical isolator is
built and tested for comparison against previous magnet-free optical isola-
tors’ performances.
Chapter 8 describes methods for demonstrating Brillouin scattering in-
duced transparency and implementing optical isolator on-chip. This chapter
discusses both material and design considerations for chip-scale processes.
Also, a method for actuating acoustic wave on active optical devices using
piezo-electric interdigital transducer is presented. We are yet to show Bril-
louin scattering induced transparency on-chip, but promising preliminary







The idea of reciprocity came about when George Green wrote an essay on the
reciprocity relation of static electric charges in 1828 [24]. However, the impor-
tance of Green’s findings was overlooked until people realized the existence
of equivalent reciprocity theorems across all branches of physics. Helmholtz
came up with a theorem for light using ray optics and point source treat-
ment in 1859 [25]. And the reciprocity theorem in mechanical systems came
about in the 1860s and 1870s [26, 27] although the most noted example is
Rayleigh’s reciprocity theorem appeared in the famous publication “The The-
ory of Sound” from 1894 [28]. Finally, the Lorentz reciprocity theorem was
published with mathematical proof relating electric and magnetic fields of
the system in 1896 [29] followed by the antenna theory examples [30, 31].
With the groundwork established for the reciprocities found in many dif-
ferent physical systems, the study of nonreciprocity showing the opposite
phenomenon started to take off. The first discovery of nonreciprocity was
of polarization rotation of electromagnetic wave as it passes through lead
borate glass under magnetic field by Faraday in 1845 [32]. This discovery
lead directly to the development of optical isolator and circulator with the
aid of birefringent filters utilizing the phase difference in transmission and
reflection (Fig. 1.3).
In this thesis, we will focus on the Lorentz reciprocity theorem that dictates
the relationship between electromagnetic transmitter and receiver and their
interchangeability. Specifically, the theorem states that the measured electric
field at one location (where the detector is placed) created by a source certain
distance away is unchanged even if the detector and source locations were
interchanged (See Appendix A) [29]. Although the theorem itself is helpful
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in calculating the radiation pattern of antenna and receiver, the physics is
adding a contraint to the electromagnetic system design. Thus, we seek for
ways to achieve nonreciprocity in the naturally reciprocal systems.
2.2 Methods of breaking time-reversal symmetry
2.2.1 Nonlinear system
Before discussing the methods of breaking time-reversal symmetry, we shall
briefly mention that there exist systems that are inherently nonreciprocal.
These systems typically utilize material nonlinearity along with a geomet-
ric asymmetry to demonstrate the nonreciprocal response [33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Such system creates a relatively weak nonreciprocity with small difference
in forward and backward transmission ratios. Furthermore, nonlinear sys-
tems have more constraints requiring careful consideration in designing the
structure. Failure to provide the necessary conditions such as operating at
out-of-resonance frequency can create a reciprocal wave propagation even in
nonlinear asymmetric structures [38, 39]. As the nonlinearity of the system
is inherent, the nonreciprocity is not reconfigurable. The potential benefit of
nonlinear systems, however, is that they are passive devices and may offer
long term stability.
2.2.2 Linear system
The most pronounced method for breaking the time-reversal symmetry is
using an external bias in a linear time-invariant system. The Faraday effect
falls under this category as well as the external magnetic field provides the
bias necessary for breaking the time-reversal symmetry. There are count-
less examples of nonreciprocal systems that uses external bias to generate a
very strong nonreciprocity [9,10,11,13,14,15,40] including the nonreciprocal
optical transmission and optical isolation technique utilizing the traveling
acoustic wave which will be discussed later in this thesis [22, 23].
To give an example of a nonreciprocal system using an external bias other
than the magnetic field, Fig. 2.1 shows a linear time-invariant system using
an angular momentum biasing [41]. In the axisymmetric circular system with
9
Figure 2.1: a. An acoustic circulator with axisymmetric structure. The
acoustic wave entering from input port exits at both output 1 and output 2
ports with equal magnitude when the bias is not provided. b. However,
when the external bias (air flow) is applied in the CCW direction, the
acoustic wave exits at output 2 with isolation contrast of up to 40 dB. The
system is reconfigurable as the air flow can be controlled.
three ports, an acoustic wave is put in from one of the port (Fig. 2.1). With-
out a bias, the acoustic wave will split and exit at the two ports equally given
a symmetric geometry (Fig. 2.1a). However, the bias is applied with air fans
generating an air-flow in a single direction to force the acoustic wave to give
an additional angular momentum in the direction of the air flow (Fig. 2.1b).
Considering the two output ports as a mode that acoustic wave can take,
the bias creates a lifting of degeneracy for the two modes. Depending on the
speed of fans, the degree of acoustic circulation and extinction ratio can be
adjusted and further, the directionality of can be switched and reconfigured
unlike the nonlinearity based nonreciprocal systems. At optimal operating
speed, this device achieves 40 dB isolation ratio. And again, this type of
system is not bound by many restrictions of nonlinear systems [39].
2.2.3 A note on linear asymmetric system
Before concluding this section, we shall clarify that linear passive devices
cannot be used for breaking the nonreciprocity although many asymmetric
structure is misunderstood as a diode [42]. A wave or a signal propagating
from left to right, perpendicular to the wall of proposed asymmetric acoustic
diode structure (Fig. 2.2a) will see a flat side and be reflected. On the other
10
Figure 2.2: An example of asymmetric reciprocal system. a. The wave
transmission is blocked. b. The wave transmits in the reverse direction. c.
This structure, however, is reciprocal in a traditional sense as the
time-reversal symmetry is not broken. Tracing back the wave trajectory
from b, the sound wave can transmit from left to right.
hand, a wave propagating from right to left will deflect or scatter off at an
angle defined by the geometry but seemingly transmit through (Fig. 2.2b).
However, such passive asymmetric structure constructed of linear medium
does not break the reciprocity theorem as the wave propagating from left
to right at an angle will transmit reciprocally (Fig. 2.2c). There are several
other examples of passive asymmetric structures that are misunderstood as
nonreciprocal [42], but the reciprocity can usually be identified by tracing
the wave propagation back to the origin.
2.3 Faraday-effect based nonreciprocity
In this section, we will review the Faraday effect and how nonreciprocity
arises with the magnetic field bias. As discussed earlier, the Faraday effect
rotates polarization of light passing through the magneto-optic material when
the magnetic field bias is applied (Fig. 1.3). To understand this phenomenon,
let’s start from Maxwell’s equations.







For our convenience, let’s assume we have a plane wave propagating in the
z-direction expressed as
E = Eo exp
j(ωt−kr) H = Ho exp
j(ωt−kr) (2.3)
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And Maxwell’s equations reduces to
k× E = µoωH (2.4)
k×H = −εωE (2.5)
From the Drude model of magnetized plasma, the external magnetic field
bias modifies the permittivity tensor as [43]
εr =
 ε1 −jεg 0jεg ε1 0
0 0 ε2
 (2.6)
Combining Eqs. 2.4, 2.5 and expressing in the tensor form













For the purpose of studying nonreciprocity, we consider the case where the
magnetic field is perfectly aligned with the propagation direction of the elec-






















 = 0 (2.8)


















(ε1 ± εg) (2.10)
Reorganizing the terms, we can expressed the phase velocity as
vp =
1√
µεo (ε1 ± εg)
(2.11)
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Thus, the electromagnetic wave propagating through the magneto-optic ma-
terial will experience a phase shift that depends on the magnitude of the
applied magnetic field bias, the length of magneto-optic material and the
Verdet constant1. The two values of phase velocity obtained due to ±εg
corresponds to left-hand circularly polarized (+εg) and right-hand circularly
polarized (−εg) light.
Now, let’s revisit Fig. 1.3 and assume that the forward propagating light
is right-hand circularly polarized (RCP). According to Eq. 2.11, RCP light
will experience a slight delay in phase φ. When a time-reversal operation
T : t 7→ t′ = −t takes place or when the light reflects from a mirror, the
backward propagating light becomes left-hand circularly polarized (LCP).
As the magnetic field is now pointing opposite of the backward propagating
direction, it will experience an additional delay in phase φ. Thus, the re-
flected light measured at the source will have a phase delay of 2φ. In other
words, we observe the nonreciprocal phase shift and the time-reversal sym-
metry is broken when the magnetic field parallel to the light propagation
direction is applied across the magneto-optic material.
2.4 Challenges with Farday effect based devices
2.4.1 Verdet constants of magneto-optic materials
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Faraday effect based nonreciprocal
devices such as optical isolator and circulator operate extremely well, but
they are not without shortcomings. Bulk optical isolators are constructed
from ferrites such as ytterbium iron garnet (YIG) or terbium gallium garnet
(TGG) having a relatively large Verdet constants. For example, TGG has a
Verdet constant of 300 to 40 rad/Tm from visible to near infrared at room
temperature 2.3. An optical isolator using TGG as magneto-optic material
would require mm to cm device length when a rare-earth magnet of a prac-
tical size is used to provide the requisite magnetic field bias (approximately
a few mT). More specifically, the Faraday optical isolator made from TGG
operating at 532 nm wavelength requires 10 cm device length when 2.5 mT
1Verdet constant, or magneto-optic constant, is a material property that determines
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Figure 2.3: Verdet constant of terbium gallium garnet. Figures show data
from 6 different samples. a. Wavelength dependence. b. Temperature
dependence. Figures are from [44].
magnetic field bias is provided. Such device size is not a problem for bulk op-
tical isolators, but is not feasible anymore for miniaturization and integration
on-chip.
2.4.2 Growth and deposition of magneto-optic material
on-chip
In addition to the device size, another problem originating from the magneto-
optic materials is its crystal structure and compatibility with microfabrica-
tion process. Bulk optical isolators are constructed from aforementioned
magneto-optic materials commonly grown using Czochralski process to ob-
tain highly crystalline material without defects 2. The deposition or growth
of magneto-optic material directly on silicon or silicon dioxide substrates have
been attempted [47]. However, such deposition processes involving simulta-
neous evaporation of many elements are complex and often require a special
chambers and instruments. Even then, the acquired magneto-optic materi-
als’ performances typically fall short from the bulk material prepared using
the crystal growth because of a large crystal lattice mismatch and thermal ex-
pansion coefficient mistmatch between silicon (5.4307 Å, 2.6×10−6 K−1) and
TGG (12.355 Å, 7.6×10−6 K−1) or YIG (12.376 Å, 10.4×10−6 K−1). Others
2Despite the high cost of growing crystalline material, magneto-optic materials prepared




































Figure 2.4: Zeeman shift of 87Rb hyperfine transition. a. Hyperfine
transition is split in frequency as magnetic field is applied. Figure is
from [50]. b. The measured flourescence spectrum reveals decoherence of
hyperfine transition as well as reduced signal amplitude which makes
measurement and tracking of a single transition difficult. The applied
magnetic field is 0.0225 T. Figure is from [51].
have attempted crystal growth of magneto-optic material on other substrates
with suitable crystal structures such as gadolinium gallium garnet [48]. And
some even attempted wafer bonding of bulk magneto-optic materials with
post polishing process which is very time-consuming and inevitably leads to
a low yield rate [16,49].
2.4.3 Disturbance to energy level transitions
Lastly, the requisite magnetic field bias can interfere and degrade perfor-
mances of other nearby devices. One application where the optical isolator
is used is within an atomic clock, a device for accurate timekeeping neces-
sary for global positioning system, communication system, and even space
exploration. Atomic clocks count the passage of time via counting the ticks
of a reference oscillator that is extremely stable. The most stable and consis-
tent oscillation is obtained from the energy transitions of an atom typically
cesium-133 or rubidium-87. However, when the magnetic field is applied,
the energy level transition used for the atomic clock can be disturbed from
the Zeeman effect. Essentially, the energy level splits due to the energy of
magnetic moment in the field and the energy difference ∆E of the split states
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is given by






where µ is the magnetic dipole moment, ml is the magnetic quantum number,
~ is the planck constant, and µB is the Bohr magneton [50]. Therefore, 87Rb
energy levels are expected to split in frequency with increasing magnetic
field strength as shown in Fig. 2.4a. Experimentally, such splitting can be
observed in the fluorescence spectrum when the 87Rb vapor is excited using
an external laser as shown in Fig. 2.4b [51].
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CHAPTER 3
ACOUSTIC AND OPTICAL WHISPERING
GALLERY RESONATORS
3.1 Introduction
Figure 3.1: St. Paul’s Cathedral where whispering gallery wave was first
discovered. Located in London, UK.1
A whispering gallery is a circular structure with an internal path where
sound can travel around with small attenuation. Thus, as the sound travels
around near the circumference of a whispering gallery, even a small sound,
or a whisper, can be heard loudly when an observer is near the inside edge
of the structure. A great example of such structure is St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral in London where Lord Rayleigh first discovered and hypothesized how
whispering gallery wave travels great distances [28]. In 1878, Lord Rayleigh
1Image from https://www.flickr.com/photos/mbiddulph/3730158004
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discovered that the sound clings to the wall and travels within a thin layer
inside the wall as opposed to the previous belief that the sound bounces off
of the dome and focuses onto the other side of the whispering gallery [52].
In this thesis, we show that the light propagation direction can be con-
trolled and thereby break the time-reversal symmetry using a technique that
relies on both the acoustic and optical whispering gallery modes. Thus, we
must review resonator systems that support the optomechanical interaction.
Also, we will discuss how cavity-enhancement (resonance) allows us to ex-
plore the optical nonreciprocity in a compact optomechanical system along
with their fabrication methods and waveguide-to-resonator light coupling
techniques.
3.2 Acoustic whispering gallery mode
The study of acoustic wave and phonons have recently attracted attention
for its relevance in phononic crystal [53, 54, 55], acoustic meta-materials (es-
pecially for the study of complex and negative refractive index material) [56,
57, 58, 59], mode conversion systems [60, 61], acoustic cloaking [62, 63, 64],
acoustic nonreciprocity [41,65], (photo-) acoustic imaging [66,67,68,69], and
so on. Also, the acoustic wave especially in a circular structure, a whisper-
ing gallery resonator, is of great importance in RF filter [70], nondestructive
testing [71], and bio-sensing [72,73,74] owing to its high quality factor, ease
of fabrication and potential for on-chip implementation [75]. Thus, we will
briefly review the general acoustic wave theory and discuss its role in op-
tomechanical interaction that eventually leads to the optical nonreciprocity.
The sound wave travels around the circumference of WGM resonators as
the wave undergoes the total internal reflection continuously. When the
resonator circumference L is an integer multiple m of acoustic wavelength λ,
the acoustic wave traveling around the resonator constructively interfere (i.e.
wave is on resonance) and the effective intracavity acoustic field amplitude is
enhanced. In terms of the acoustic resonance frequency ωm, this resonance











Figure 3.2: Under the resonance condition, the intracavity acoustic field
amplitude is enhanced due to constructive interference.
where vs is the speed of sound.
The deformation of a mechanical resonator at the resonance frequency can
be visualized by solving the acoustic wave Helmholtz equation2 using the
finite element method in COMSOL. Using the geometric parameters of the
actual resonator device used throughout this thesis, the simulation result
reveals the available eigenmodes (Fig. 3.3), corresponding eigenfrequencies,
and spatial locations of the modes. This information is used during the ex-
periment as they provide a rough frequency range to look for the desired
acoustic mode. Also, we will later use the acoustic mode simulation to com-
pare against the optical mode simulation and verify the modal overlap which
is one of the requirement for the observation of optomechanical effects [76].
This is critical for the demonstration of nonreciprocal light transmission.
Upon observation of the eigenmodes from Fig. 3.3, we notice a few key dif-
ferences between the eigenmodes. First of all, the radial vibration (breathing)
acoustic mode is a standing acoustic wave with zero propagation constant
(Fig. 3.3a). This particular eigenmode supports optomechanical interaction
that was used for many sensing applications [77,78], but it does not support
Brillouin scattering which require energy and momentum exchange between
optical and acoustic modes which will be explained in the next chapter. The
rest of the eigenmodes shown (Fig. 3.3b-f) are traveling acoustic wave with
non-zero propagation vector that we can use for mediating Brillouin scatter-
ing process. Further, the modes can be categorized as longitudinal (Fig. 3.3b)
and transverse (Fig. 3.3c) based on the oscillation direction (Fig. 3.4). The
longitudinal wave (such as a sound wave in air) is a wave that propagates
2Helmholtz equation is a generic differential equation applicable to both acoustic and




ψ = 0. For the acoustic wave, k = ωc and ψ is
the acoustic pressure. An expression for the external source may be added on the RHS.
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Figure 3.3: Various acoustic mode shapes are simulated using COMSOL
Multiphysics. Silica microsphere of size 160 µm in diameter is used.
M-number (azimuthal order) is 20. a. Radial vibration (breathing) acoustic
mode. This acoustic mode is stationary as the entire microsphere expands
and contracts without propagating. b. Longitudinal acoustic mode. The
periodic density oscillation occurs only in the direction of the wave
propagation. c. Transverse acoustic mode. The center of two antinodes are
located at a different polar coordinates. d. Rayleigh acoustic mode. e.
Second order (polar) Rayleigh acoustic mode. f. Top-down view of
Rayleigh acoustic mode. The Rayleigh acoustic mode is composed of both
longitudinal and transverese components.
through a medium with density changes parallel to the propagation direction.
As sound travels in air, the air experiences rarefraction and compression as
it transfers the density fluctuation. Within a solid resonator, the acoustic




ρ (1 + σ) (1− 2σ)
(3.2)
where E is Young’s modulus, σ is Poisson’s ratio, and ρ is material density.
On the other hand, the transverse wave propagates through a medium with










Figure 3.4: a. Longitudinal and b. transverse waves are represented with
particles. Longitudinal wave propagates with particles oscillating in the
same direction (parallel). On the other hand, transverse wave propagates
with particles oscillating in the transverse direction (perpendicular).
transverse wave is electromagnetic wave which propagates as the electric and
magnetic fields oscillate perpendicular to the propagation direction in free-
space. Fig. 3.4b is an illustration of a transverse wave propagating through





2ρ (1 + σ)
(3.3)
Lastly, the Rayleigh wave is a hybrid acoustic wave that is combination
of longitudinal and transverse waves and is localized within the surface of a
medium (Fig. 3.3d - f). As oppose to longitudinal and transverse wave which
can exist as a bulk acoustic wave traveling deep within the medium, Rayleigh
wave is strictly confined within the surface. If Rayleigh wave is carefully
observed, the longitudinal and transverse components of the wave has a phase
difference associated resulting in an elliptical motion of a point on the surface.
The simulation of spherical resonator also reveals a distinct pattern where
the displacement takes place in both longitudinal and transverse direction as
shown in Fig. 3.3e, f. Within a material with small and positive Poisson’s






3.3 Optical whispering gallery mode
Shortly after Rayleigh’s discovery of whispering gallery acoustic wave [2,
28], Raman and Sutherland proposed an optical analogue of the whisper-
ing gallery effect [80]. Conventional Fabry-Perot resonators composed of
two highly reflective mirrors are prominently used for interferometric mea-
surement techniques [81], increasing interaction length [82, 83], and optical
filters [84, 85, 86]. However, the Fabry-Perot resonator was quickly replaced
with the optical whispering gallery resonator in many places due to its small
size3, stability, ease of fabrication and high quality factor. Also, the whis-
pering gallery resonator is appealing as a platform for the study of quantum
optics [87,88] and quantum electrodynamics [89,90,91] as it provides a system
where the acoustic and optical modes co-exist.
We also use the whispering gallery resonator as we manipulate the op-
tomechanical effects for the demonstration of nonreciprocity. Thus, we must
verify the modal overlap of acoustic and optical modes. Here, we will present
simulations of optical whispering gallery modes for comparison against the
acoustic whispering gallery mode simulation from the previous section.






ψ = 0 (3.5)
where ψ is either electric or magnetic field amplitude. As we deal with a
microsphere, we perform a coordinate transformation (cartesian to spherical)
and separation of variable5 to obtain a solution
ψlm (r, θ, φ) = almjl (n1kr)Ylm (θ, φ) r ≤ R (3.6)
ψlm (r, θ, φ) = blmhl (n2kr)Ylm (θ, φ) r > R (3.7)
where jl and hl are the spherical Bessel function and spherical Hankel func-
tion of order l respectively, n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of resonator
3Typically, the size of optical whispering gallery resonator is only restricted by the
optical wavelength.
4Electromagnetic wave equation is a type of Helmholtz wave equation which was used
for describing the acoustic wave also in the previous section. Also note that we use a scalar
quantity ψ to denote the electric or magnetic field as we deal with a symmetric system.
5ψ (r, θ, φ) = X (nkr)Y (θ, φ)
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and surrounding materials respectively, and R is the microsphere radius. Ylm
is a spherical harmonic given by the Legendre polynomial Plm






Plm (cos θ) exp
imφ (3.8)
Then, we can find the solution by applying the continuity boundary condi-
tions at the interface. From which we obtain a characteristic equation that
we use to find q solutions corresponding to the radial mode number. m is the
azimuthal mode number and p = l − |m| is the polar mode number. Also,
the solution is further separated into transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) based on the orientation of the radial component [52].
Figure 3.5: Various optical mode shapes are simulated using COMSOL
Multiphysics. Optical field having 1550 nm wavelength in Silica
microsphere of size 160 µm in diameter is used for simulation. M-number
(azimuthal order) is 468. a. First order optical mode. b. Second polar
order optical mode. c. Second radial order optical mode. d. Second polar
and radial order hybrid optical mode.
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Using the microsphere resonator geometry from the experiment, we can
find the optical whispering gallery modes confined near the edge of the res-
onator as shown in Fig. 3.5. We chose silica for the resonator material because
of its availability6, ease of fabrication and low absorption at the desired oper-
ating wavelength of 1550 nm. Comparing against the acoustic mode simula-
tion, we find that the first radial order modes (Fig. 3.5a, c) have good modal
overlap with traveling acoustic waves with first polar order acoustic modes
(Fig. 3.3b, c, d) which is necessary for the observation of optomechanical
effects [76]. Also, it is important to note that there exists an electric field
outside the resonator residing in the air. This is called evanescent field and
is exponentially decaying as ψ ∼ exp−kr where k is an effective propagation
constant defined as k = 2π
λ
√
n2e − n21. The effective refractive index ne is ex-
tracted from the eigenmode’s dispersion relation considering geometric effect
(microsphere curvature).
3.4 Characterizing parameters for whispering gallery
resonators












Figure 3.6: Resonator frequency spectrum example. Free spectral range
and full width at half maximum are useful parameters characterizing the
resonator.
In the previous section, we discussed the acoustic and optical eigenmodes
of the whispering gallery resonators to gain perception of the mode shape.
6Silica is the most popular material for the fiber optic cable. We re-use such fiber optic
cable by melting the tip to form a microsphere resonator. Detailed fabrication process will
be explained in the next section.
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Here, we further discuss the whispering gallery resonators by characterizing
them analytically and describe their performance in regards to the resonant
enhancement.
For that purpose, the two most commonly used quantities are the finesse
and quality factor (Q-factor). The quality factor is an indication of the
resonator’s damping strength and is a often measured as a ratio of energy






where ωo is the resonance frequency. Similarly, the finesse F of the resonator
is an indication of how many round trips a single photon can make before





where ρ is a fraction of power left in the resonator after one round trip. In the
frequency spectrum (Fig. 3.6), the finesse can also be estimated as a ratio of
the free spectral range (FSR) and the full width at half maximum (FWHM).






where κ is the loss rate and L is the resonator circumference (optical path
length).
3.4.1 Experimental measurement of quality factor
Experimentally, the optical quality factor is be measured from the trans-
mission spectrum of optical resonance. By frequency sweeping a tunable
laser, the optical resonance is captured in the frequency domain as shown
in Fig. 3.7. As we will discuss in the next section, the quality factor and
loss rate are dependent on many factors including the optical coupling coef-
ficient which describes how much optical field enters and exits the resonator.
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Figure 3.7: Optical transmission spectrum showing optical resonance while
under-coupled (∼98.7% of light transmitted without coupling to resonator).
Full-width-at-half-maximum is 3.16 MHz. The resonator’s intrinsic quality
factor is estimated as 61 million. Laser wavelength used is 1.55 µm (193
THz in frequency). Microsphere resonator of size ∼170 µm in diameter is
used. (Red-solid) Experimental data. (Blue-dashed) Lorentzian fit.
Thus, we physically place the resonator to achieve a minuscule optical cou-
pling allowing us to measure the intrinsic optical quality factor without the
influence of external factors. Using Eq. 3.9, the quality factor is estimated
as (193 THz)/(3.16 MHz) = 61 million.
3.5 Resonator loss mechanisms
The resonator loss rate, found in the quality factor and finesse equations, is an
important parameter determining the resonant enhancement which directly
relates to the device performance when a whispering gallery resonator is used.
For example in sensing applications, the quality factor is directly related
to the sensitivity [72, 74, 78, 92, 93]. Thus, a tremendous effort is put into
minimizing the loss rate [75,91,94]. Here, we discuss basic principles of how
the loss rate is determined in an attempt to understand ways of improving
the resonator design.
The resonator loss consists of several different mechanisms namely material
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loss, geometric loss and coupling loss. The total loss rate is simply the sum




where i = material, geometry and coupling losses. And as the resonator loss
rate κ and quality factor Q are inversely related (Eq. 3.9), the inverse of









When conceiving a whispering gallery resonator device, the material choice
is often decided first. Regardless of the design, the material used for the
fabrication of optical device must have a small absorption coefficient in the
operating wavelength range in order to minimize loss and maximize the qual-
ity factor. For that matter, the band-gap structure of optical material is used
to estimate the absorption coefficient. A vast library of material band-gap
data exists with the advancements of semiconductor industry. Once the
absorption coefficient is calculated, the loss rate associated with material





where ωo is eigenfrequency, α is absorption coefficient, λ is wavelength and
n is refractive index.
The experimental results presented in this thesis utilize exclusively silicon
dioxide (silica). Silica is a widely available material with extremely small
absorption coefficient at the test wavelength of 1550 nm (Fig. 3.8). In fact,
the transcontinental optical communication network also relies on the silica
fiber-optic cable for its excellent optical properties at 1550 nm. Thus, the
whispering gallery resonators made with silica can have the quality factor
exceeding 44 million in a relatively small device [22] and a quality factor
as high as 875 million has been experimentally demonstrated with larger
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Figure 3.8: Absorption spectrum of silica shows an excellent light
transmission from visible to mid-IR wavelength range. Figure is from [96].
diameter devices [75, 97].
3.5.2 Geometric loss
In addition to material loss, the geometry of optical devices plays an im-
portant role in the loss rate. In short, the shape of a resonator must retain
optical mode in a small region (comparable to optical wavelength) without
any inhomogeneity that can create additional loss from the scattering.
Light is extremely sensitive to imperfections in the optical path. Any
defects such as surface roughness and micro-sized dust particles introduced
during the fabrication process or during storage will lead to the scattering
loss. Based on the Rayleigh scattering theory, it is estimated that a particle






where ωo=eigenfrequency, B=dust particle correlation length, λ=wavelength,
and D=resonator diameter [97]. In order to minimize such scattering loss, it
is advised to fabricate the whispering gallery resonator in a particulate-free
cleanroom environment and to perform tests as soon as the device is pre-
pared. For a prolonged storage, placing the resonator in either vacuum or
dry-gas (such as N2) chamber is recommended.
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Figure 3.9: Evanescent coupling of light. Light propagating in waveguide
can couple to optical resonator when placed in proximity. Also, intracavity
light can couple out and exit at the far end of waveguide.
Another aspect of the resonator geometry that affects loss rate is the res-
onator size. Even though light is confined within the whispering gallery res-
onator by the total internal reflection, every curvature causes a small fraction
of light to be lost radiatively. This problem is easily prevented in the de-
sign stage by increasing the resonator diameter. For instance, a resonator
with diameter D that is fifteen times or larger than the optical wavelength
(D ≥ 15λ) has an associated quality factor contribution of Qrad > 1011 [97].
3.5.3 Coupling loss
The last loss mechanism to be discussed here is an extrinsic loss κex due
to coupling. Even though the loss rate increases, we introduce an optical
coupler to the resonator system which opens a channel for the light input and
output in order to make a useful device. The coupling loss requires a special
treatment as it is directly related to the light coupling into the whispering
gallery resonator and it is the only loss rate that can be controlled even after
the fabrication process.
In case of a Fabry-Perot resonator, the coupling rate is determined from
the reflectivity of mirrors. However, whispering gallery resonator relies on
the evanescent coupling (see Ch. 3.6) in which the coupling rate is a function
of the resonator and coupler distance. Using a linear stage with nanometer
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resolution7, we can control the coupling rate as well as the intracavity optical
field.
The other loss rates discussed previously constitute the intrinsic loss rate
κo which only acts as decay channel. On the other hand, the coupling loss
rate also governs the light entering the system. Thus, the intracavity optical






where the total loss rate κ is the sum of extrinsic (coupling) and intrinsic
loss rates (κ = κex + κo), the laser detuning ∆ is a difference between the
laser frequency ωL and the resonance frequency (∆ = ωL − ωo), and ain is
the optical field input to the system. The optical field input to the system
ain is defined as
ain = aout +
√
κexa (3.17)
where aout is the reflected optical field that did not couple into the resonator.
This description of resonator system is called input-output formalism [98,99].
This is useful in understanding how coupling rate affects the intracavity
optical field build up. A special case worth noting is when the coupling
loss rate is equal to the intrinsic loss rate (κex = κo). When we combine
Eq. 3.16, 3.17 and assume the laser is on resonance, the reflected optical
field disappears (aout = 0) which indicates that the optical field input ain is
completely coupled into the resonator. This is called the critical coupling
condition. Systems incorporating the whispering gallery resonator typically
operate at the critical coupling condition for the ideal performance.
3.6 Resonator-waveguide light coupling techniques
As menionted earlier, the optical coupler is an essential device for making use
of the whispering gallery resonator. Thus, the optical coupler and resonator
pair is found in countless applications including laser cooling [100], induced
7Typically, a piezo-electric actuator with a high precision linear stage is used for such
motion control. We use Physik Instrumente P611.3 NanoCube for precise control of ta-
pered waveguide coupler with respect to the resonator.
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transparency systems [10,22,101,102,103], optical isolators [10,14,23,47,104],
particle sensors [78,105], frequency combs [106,107,108,109], optomechanical
AFMs [110, 111], and many more. We use the tapered optical fiber coupler
which is one of the most widely used light coupling technique, but there exists
other methods that may fit better for each individual applications. Here we
review a few light coupling techniques and how they are set up.
3.6.1 Evanescent light coupling
The optical coupling techniques discussed in this section achieves the cou-
pling from one waveguide to another based on the evanescent wave coupling.
When the optical field is confined via total internal reflection, the propaga-
tion vector has an imaginary component outside the waveguide. The electric
component of evanescent wave is expressed as
E = Eo exp
∓αy expi(kix−ωt) (3.18)








When there is no supported optical mode outside the waveguide, the field










Now, if we consider placing a second waveguide within the penetration depth,
the propagation constant α suddenly becomes real with the correct value of
refractive index. In other words, the energy transfer occurs between the two
waveguides even if the optical modes are protected by the total internal re-
flection. This behavior is analogous to quantum tunneling where an electron
tunnels through the energy barrier.
Once the waveguide and resonator pair is placed nearby, the energy transfer
between the two is governed by the coupled-mode theory [113]. When the
coupling is enabled, the field in waveguide Ea enters the resonator and the
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field in resonator Eb enters the waveguide as
dEa
dz
= −iβaEa + iκabEb (3.21)
dEb
dz
= −iβbEb + iκbaEa (3.22)
where β is the propagation constant and κ is the coupling coefficient. The
coupling coefficients are not necessarily equal in the coupled mode theory,
but we can assume κ ≡ κab = κba in waveguide-resonator coupled system due
to the reciprocity theorem. The coupling coefficient is a function of modal






















































where δ = 1
2
(βa − βb) and ψ =
√
κ2 + δ2. In case the two modes are phase-
matched βa = βb, a complete power transfer can be observed with the critical
coupling condition as discussed in Ch. 3.5.3.
3.6.2 Tapered optical fiber coupler
First, we review the tapered optical fiber coupling technique that uses a
thinned down optical fiber for injecting light into the whispering gallery res-
onator. First demonstrated by J. C. Knight, the tapered fiber coupler is a









Figure 3.10: 3D rendering of microsphere resonator with tapered optical
fiber coupler. When the resonator-waveguide gap is reduced below the laser
wavelength, optical field evanescently couple. Yellow line in the microsphere
resonator indicates the region where the optical mode is confined.
pared to other light coupling techniques such as freespace coupling [115] or
prism coupling [116], tapered fiber coupler is more easily fabricated and ma-
neuvered while still allowing high coupling efficiency.
The optical fiber used in communication systems has a thick cladding layer
that surrounds the core to prevent light leakage8. According to Eq. 3.20, the
evanescent field resides inside the cladding layer and coupling to the resonator
is physically prohibited. Thus, we reduce the fiber diameter down to the size
comparable to the laser wavelength. This allows us to have enough evanescent
wave penetration depth and space for the resonator placement nearby.
3.6.3 Fabrication of tapered optical fiber coupler
Hydrogen flame
Single mode fiber
125 𝜇m< 1 𝜇m
ActuationActuation
Figure 3.11: Tapered coupler fabrication. A single mode fiber is pulled in
opposite direction while heat from hydrogen flame is applied.
8Single mode optical fiber such as Corning SMF-28e+ has a diameter of 9 µm core and
125 µm cladding.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of tapered fiber coupler. An optical fiber is
stretched to form a waist region where the diameter is smaller than the
laser wavelength to allow evanescent coupling. The transition region must
follow adiabatic profile to minimize insertion loss. (left) Example of
adiabatic tapered fiber coupler profile. Figure is from [117]
We fabricate the tapered optical fiber coupler from Corning SMF-28e+
fiber preform by applying high heat (hydrogen flame) and simultaneously
applying tension as shown in Fig. 3.11. Using this technique, a single mode
fiber with outside diameter of 125 µm is scaled down to sub-µm in diameter.
The key to successful tapered fiber coupler fabrication lies in achieving the
diameter below laser wavelength with adiabatic profile. In short, the final
diameter must be comparable or smaller than laser wavelength to allow large
evanescent coupling and the transition between the un-pulled fiber to the
tapered down region must be slow and smooth (Fig. 3.12). Specifically, the





(β1 − β2) (3.28)
where β1 and β2 are the numerically calculated propagation constants of
fundamental and second order optical modes within fiber. After solving for
z as a function of r, the inverse r(z) can be calculated numerically.
In order to achieve the desired adiabatic profile (Fig. 3.12), the flame
brushing technique is often used [66,118]. In addition to tapered fiber pulling
technique shown in Fig. 3.11, the flame torch is attached to a fast-moving
motorized stage to apply heat to specific regions of tapered fiber. The tapered
fiber coupler produced using the flame brushing technique is often used for
quantum optics experiments requiring extremely high transmission (>99.95%
transmission) [14,119,120].
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3.6.4 Other light coupling methods
In addition to evanescent coupling using tapered optical fiber coupler, there
are many other light coupling techniques. Of those, prism coupling and free-
space coupling techniques are briefly discussed to offer a few alternatives.
More traditional light coupling method is the prism coupling. A prism
typically made of high index material is used to focus light into a local re-
gion where the resonator is placed nearby. Similar to tapered fiber coupler,
the light can couple from the prism to the resonator with evanescent wave
coupling. The prism coupler is more robust to the environment (such as hu-
midity) and is easier to handle. However, the maximum coupling efficiency
achieved is rather low at only ∼80% [95].
Compared to the tapered fiber method, the prism coupling setup is more









where no and np are the refractive indices of the surrounding medium and
prism respectively. Also, the phase matching condition
konp sin θp = βm (3.30)
is required for the efficient light coupling. ko is the propagation vector in the
surrounding medium and βm is the propagation constant.

















Light input Light output
Coupled light
a b
Figure 3.13: a. Prism coupler can be used to evanescently couple light into
resonator or waveguide. The air gap thickness controls the coupling
efficiency. b. Illustration showing definition of refractive indices ni
(i = 0, 1, 2, p) and incident angle θp.
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Figure 3.14: a. Incident Gaussian beam enters the resonator when the
beam waist crosses the resonator edge. b. Simulation of light coupling into
the resonator. Figure is from [121].
The free-space coupling is very unique in that the coupler is not placed in
proximity of the resonator. Instead, the incident Gaussian beam propagat-
ing on top of the resonator is allowed to couple to the resonator as shown in
Fig. 3.14a. As oppose to resonator-to-coupler distance controlling the cou-
pling efficiency, the free-space coupling efficiency is determined by matching
or mismatching of radiative to non-radiative loss of resonator. However even
at the optimal point, the coupling efficiency is only ∼20% [121] and thus,
this technique is used only when the placement of a physical coupler is hin-
dered [122,123].
3.7 Fabrication of optomechanical resonators
Select optomechanical resonator types and their fabrication methods are dis-
cussed in this section. Various optomechanical resonators are developed for
different applications depending on the requisite quality factor, chip-scale
process compatibility, resonator’s working environment, and etc. Here we
review the microsphere resonator that we use for the demonstration of non-
reciprocity as well as other resonators that are commonly found in optome-
chanical experiments.
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Figure 3.15: Broken tapered fiber (left) is metled in fusion splicer (middle)
to form a microsphere resonator with a thin stem (right).
3.7.1 Microsphere resonator
The first type of resonator discussed here is the microsphere resonator derived
from the optical fiber. It is fabricated from the tapered optical fiber coupler
that was collected when it is broken or retired due to low transmission. As
the coupler and resonator are fabricated with the same material, an excellent
refractive index matching leads to an efficient light coupling. However, the
resonators can be made from nearly any dielectric materials given the optical
transmission spectrum with low absorption at the laser wavelength in use.
The use of different resonator material is discussed in Ch. 8.1.
For the fabrication, the tip of broken fiber is melted to naturally form a
sphere from surface tension. The heat can be supplied by CO2 laser, hydrogen
flame or electric arc discharge from a fusion splicer (Ericsson FSU 975). Using
fusion splicer is recommended to ensure high Q-factor as other method may
require additional processing such as annealing. The microsphere may be
fabricated from the optical fiber preform for creating a very large resonator.
However, we strictly use the broken tapered fiber as a thinner stem is less
likely to interfere with the optical mode and it allows the fabrication of
smaller microsphere resonators less than the size of the cladding (sub-125
µm).
3.7.2 Microcapillary microfluidic resonator
The capillary resonator is another type of widely used resonator that incor-
porates a hollow core allowing fluids to flow inside (Fig. 3.16). With such a
distinct feature, the capillary resonator makes an ideal candidate for opto-
fluidic applications such as sensing of particles suspended in liquids [78,93].
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Figure 3.16: a. Capillary resonator has a hollow core where fluids can flow
through. The ratio of core diameter to capillary thickness is determined by
the capillary preform goemetry. b. False-color SEM image of capillary.








Figure 3.17: Capillary resonator fabrication setup. Two CO2 lasers melt
capillary preform while linear stages stretch to form periodic variation in
diameter and make bulges where acoustic and optical modes are confined.
The capillary resonator fabrication starts from a silica capillary preform.
Even though the capillary is already a circular structure, the preform has
no variation in diameter and is unable to confine acoustic and optical modes
within a small region. Similar to tapered optical fiber fabrication, the capil-
lary is thinned down to create bulges where the acoustic and optical modes
will be confined. The pulling process is described in Fig. 3.17. The CO2
laser melts the capillary preform9 while the linear stages stretch and feed the
material. Using two CO2 laser directed towards opposite sides of the capil-
lary preform ensures uniform heating which creates more circular resonator
having higher Q-factor. In addition, the two lasers’ powers are carefully
controlled to achieve uniform heating. While the heat is applied, the feed-
9The CO2 laser with 10.5 µm wavelength is used to melt the silica capillary because
of the high absorption coefficient according to the silica absorption spectrum as shown in
Fig. 3.8.
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ing (slow linear stage) and pulling (fast linear stage) rates are controlled to
create a periodic variation in diameter as shown in Fig. 3.16.





Silicon Silicon dioxide Photoresist
Figure 3.18: Outline of on-chip resonator fabrication procedure. a.
Silicon wafer with SiO2 film is purchased. Oxide can also be thermally
grown on silicon wafer. b. Photoresist is spun on, patterned and developed.
c. SiO2 is etched using RIE or HF. d. Undercut is made by etching silicon
using XeF2 etcher.
The microdisk resonator was developed in an effort to fabricate an op-
tomechanical resonator on-chip. Due to the nature of photolithography and
microfabrication process, it is also an excellent choice for fabricating many
resonators in a single fabrication run. The quality factor of these resonators
are generally also very high when wet-etching is used for defining the res-
onator edges. The light coupling, however, adds a complexity to the experi-
mental setup as the placement of tapered fiber coupler (or any other couplers)
is difficult. Alternate method is to use a grating coupler which requires the
dry-etching technique lowering the quality factor.
The microdisk resonator fabrication procedure is outlined in Fig. 3.18. A
silicon wafer with up to 10 µm of silicon dioxide (SiO2) grown on top is
readily available commercially10. Other resonator materials such as silicon
nitride [125, 126, 127], gallium nitride [128], lithium niobate [129, 130], and
even silicon [131, 132] can be used in place of SiO2. These materials in
combination with SiO2 is also useful for defining on-chip waveguide due to
silicon’s high refractive index11. For the fabrication of resonators on-chip
10We purchase silicon wafers with thermal oxides from WRS materials. Thicker oxides
can be grown by wet oxidation technique but is economically not feasible with slowing of
growth rate according to the Deal-Grove model [124].







Figure 3.19: Fabrication of toroid resonator. The CO2 laser provides the
heat from the top side of the disc resonator. The laser is focused such that
the beam diameter is slightly larger than the diameter of the resonator. As
the suspended region of the disc resonator melts, the material reflows and
forms a toroid. Thus, undercut depth determines the torus geometry. In
the process, the silicon substrate acts as a heat sink to prevent damage to
the resonator.
(Fig. 8.1), we used a silicon wafer with 2.5 µm of thermally grown SiO2. With
the substrate prepared, the resonator design is patterned on the photoresist
using either photolithography or electron-beam lithography for smaller, sub
micron features. The SiO2 layer is etched using reactive ion etching (RIE) or
chemically using hydrogen fluoride (HF). SiNx can be etched using RIE or
chemically using hot phosphoric acid (H3PO4). RIE-etched device typically
has a vertical but rough sidewall. On the other hand, HF-etched device
has a slanted but smooth sidewall. The dry-etched device may be further
processed to remove roughness in sidewall [133, 134, 135]. To release the
resonator from the silicon substrate, xenon difluoride (XeF2) etching is used.
XeF2 aggressively etches the silicon but stays relatively inert to dielectrics
such as SiO2 and SiNx (selectivity to silicon of 1:1000 or higher) [136]. This
releasing or undercut prevents the light from escaping the resonator as the
air acts as a low index cladding. The detailed fabrication procedure is given
in Appendix C.
After the disc resonator is fabricated, it can be further heated by a CO2
laser to form a toroid resonator (Fig. 3.19). The toroid resonator can have
higher quality factor as the surface roughness is removed by lasing and the
optical field is better confined within the resonator [75, 137]. However, the
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melting process is typically not compatible with on-chip waveguides12.
3.7.4 Other optomechanical resonators
Figure 3.20: a. CaF2 optical resonator. Image from [139]. b. Liquid
droplet resonator. Image from [140].
The list of resonators presented in this chapter is only a small fraction
of many resonator types. There are simply too many resonators to cover
a complete list of them in this thesis. There are two more optomechanical
resonators that I believe are worth mentioning though.
The first is the CaF2 resonator fabricated by diamond turning a few-
millimeter-sized CaF2 monocrystal workpiece (Fig. 3.20a.). Although the
image shown displays a little resemblance of a resonator, the optical field
is well-confined within the region with slightly larger diameter indicated by
the bracket. As the resonator starts from a nearly defect-free monocrystal,
the scattering loss is extremely small. The experimentally measured optical
Qaulity factor exceeding 50 billion has been reported previously [107, 139,
141].
The second optical resonator shown on the right (Fig. 3.20b.) is also very
unique as it is in the liquid state. The so-called liquid droplet resonator
is formed by creating a small fluid channel connected to a liquid reservoir
and the resonator shape is formed by itself through surface tension of liquid
used [122, 123, 140, 142]. Although the optical and acoustic properties of
liquid resonators are poor compared to the solid-state devices, they provide
a truly unique platform for the study of liquid-gas interface and how droplet
resonators interact with the surrounding environment.
12Zhang and Armani have demonstrated an on-chip waveguide compatible with CO2





The light scattering occurs due to fluctuations in properties of the light prop-
agating medium. From this process, we can often extract useful information
about the medium. Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering are examples of
elastic light scattering caused from inhomogeneities such as defects in mate-
rial or density fluctuations [28]. As many physical properties are relatable
to the material density, Rayleigh and Mie scattering are used in various
sensing applications such as gas concentration [143], temperature [144] and
gas velocity [145] measurements. Raman scattering is an example of inelas-
tic scattering caused from the molecular vibrational modes (optical phonon
modes1) [146,147]. After the first discovery of Raman scattering [148], it was
quickly realized that the Raman spectra contains a unique signature from the
molecular vibration that can be used to identify the unknown molecules [149].
It also found its use in the supercontinuum generation [150] which is another
field of research with numerous applications associated with it.
The focus of this chapter is another inelastic scattering process called Bril-
louin scattering [147, 151]. First discovered by Leon Brillouin in 1922 [152]
and independently by Leonid Mandelstam in 1926 [153], Brillouin scatter-
ing is a process originating from the propagating pressure wave (acoustic
phonon2). In optical communication systems, the light scattering in the low-
loss optical fiber is detrimental impeding the transfer of optical signals over
long distances [154, 155, 156]. However, there are many applications that
use Brillouin scattering to an advantage. As oppose to Raman scattering,
1Raman scattering is governed by THz frequency vibration mode which correlates with
the optical frequency giving the name optical phonon mode.
2Brillouin scattering is mediated by relatively low frequency phonon mode with MHz
to GHz frequency.
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Brillouin scattering is governed by the bulk modulus and carries informa-
tion about the material strain which are often used to create a strain or
temperature map along the optical fiber [157,158,159]. Also, Brillouin scat-
tering based bio-sensors are breaking the limits of conventional sensors as
the acoustic wave interacting with the surrounding medium detects changes
in their physical properties while an optical output provides an increased
sensitivity [77,78,93,160]. In this case, Brillouin scattering is used as means
to transform a mechanical domain problem to an optical domain for ease of
detection and measurements. Recently, Brillouin scattering optomechanical
interaction has found many new applications where the acoustic wave is ex-
ploited to manipulate the system’s optical response. For example, Brillouin
scattering with extremely high and narrowband Brillouin gain was used to
make optical filters with high suppression ratio that is also both tunable and
reconfigurable [161, 162, 163, 164]. Other applications of Brillouin scattering
include amplifiers [165], generation of slow and fast light [166,167], Brillouin
cooling [100], and Brillouin laser [75, 168, 169, 170] just to name a few. And
we shall add Brillouin scattering induced transparency [22], breaking reci-
procity, and optical isolator [23] to the above list. First, to understand the
physics of underlying optomechanical interaction and how Brillouin scatter-
ing is able to break the reciprocity in an optical system, we will review and
derive equations that lead to the density changes necessary for any scattering
process to occur.
4.2 Spontaneous Brillouin scattering
Spontaneous Brillouin scattering is a scattering of light from refractive in-
dex or dielectric permittivity perturbations that are caused by the thermal
fluctuations of density and anisotropy [171, 172]. At any finite temperature,
a lattice vibration is present in the system as described by the Bose-Einstein





where ~ is planck’s constant, ω is the phonon frequency, k is the Boltzmann




Figure 4.1: Spontaneous Brillouin scattering occurs due to the density wave
that creates a refractive index perturbations within the medium. Such
electrostriction effect is described by the eq. 4.4. The incident optical field
can scatter The density wave originates from a thermal fluctuation as
described by Bose-Einstein distribution (Eq. 4.1). When the incident
optical field is small, the material property is not modified.
vibration, or the acoustic phonon, is also understood as a density wave which














where ρ is the material density. Assuming dielectric constant is dominantly





where γe is the electrostriction coefficient defining the change in dielectric









Using the Helmholtz free energy expression
A = U − TS (4.5)






where V is the scattering volume and C is the material compressibility defined
as








where p is the pressure. Then, we can further express the density change as







This expression shows that the material with a given compressibility C
will experience a density fluctuation, or an excitation of an acoustic wave
〈∆ρ2〉/ρ2o, from the thermal energy that is proportional to the ambient tem-
perature T . And the refractive index and material density has a linear re-
lationship for a wide range of wavelength which can be found experimen-
tally [173].
This density fluctuation, however, is quite small at any practical tem-
peratures and the spontaneous light scattering process originating from the
thermal fluctuations is also quite weak. In this case, the light scattering
creates a negligible change in the property of optical medium.
4.3 Stimulated Brillouin scattering
On the other hand when sufficient optical power is provided at the medium,
the spatio-temporal beat of the incident (input) and scattered optical fields
can create a periodic variation in refractive index through a process called
electrostriction. The electrostriction is a property available in dielectric ma-
terials that changes its material density when the electric field is applied. In
turn, the incident light experiences more density fluctuations amplifying the
light scattering process i.e. stimulated Brillouin scattering.
4.3.1 Electrostriction
As described in Ch. 4.2, the Brillouin scattering is mediated by electrostric-
tion. Electrostriction is a property of a dielectric material to become more
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dense under electromagnetic field. Such phenomenon rises from the material
movement in a molecular level to minimize the potential energy of the sys-
tem. The molecules are drawn into the region of higher electromagnetic field
intensity. The electrostrictive strain Sij is related to the electric field Ek and
El with electrostriction coefficient γijkl as
Sij = γijklEkEl (4.9)
where γijkl is the electrostriction coefficient of fourth rank tensor. And the






where ε is dielectric constant. Since the material density ρ is related to the












where εo is vacuum permittivity and C is material compressibility defining







Note, that compressibility can be defined using either the material density ρ







Thus, the applied electric field E induces elastic strain within the material
causing deformation and change in density.
Due to the rate associated with molecular movement, the electromagnetic
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fields of THz frequency only creates a static change in bulk density. In Bril-
louin scattering, however, the beating of Stokes and anti-Stokes electromag-
netic fields induces a local change in material density which we understand
as a propagating acoustic wave.
4.4 Phase matching requirement
The conservation of mass, energy and momentum are three most fundamental
conservation laws found in physics. Although photon is massless, the conser-
vation of energy and momentum still applies to the Brillouin light scattering
process. Brillouin light scattering induces a frequency shift due to the as-
sociated acoustic phonon mode and energy conservation requirement. From
the Planck-Einstein relation, the photon energy is simply E = ~ω where ω is
the optical frequency. Thus, phonon energy is destroyed and photon energy
is created in the form of Stokes frequency shift conserving the net energy in
the system. Similarly, the momentum conservation requirement is also satis-
fied via momentum exchange between phonon and photon modes within the
system. Therefore, both energy conservation (Eq. 4.16) and momentum con-
servation (Eq. 4.15) requirements must be satisfied for Brillouin scattering
processes to take place (i.e. phase matching). This relationship is expressed
as
~k2 − ~k1 = ~qB (4.15)
ω2 − ω1 = ΩB (4.16)
where ki represents momentum vector associated with optical modes, qB
represents the associated phonon mode mediating Brillouin coupling between
the two optical modes, ωi represents optical frequency and ΩB represents
acoustic frequency (phonon mode frequency).
This phase matching relationship is often represented graphically using a
dispersion diagram. In Figure. 4.2, we show two special cases of Brillouin
scattering. In a back-scattering SBS system, the optical fields propagate in
opposite directions. Since the frequencies, ω1 and ω2, are nearly identical,
the optical momentum vectors, ~k1 and ~k2, are also nearly identical, but have


















Figure 4.2: Dispersion diagrams. When the control laser is parked at high
frequency optical mode, (ω2, k2), Stokes scattered light is generated at low
frequency optical mode, (ω1, k1). For Stokes scattering, the frequencies and
wave vectors of the two optical modes and an intermediate acoustic mode
must satisfy the condition, k2 − k1 = qB and ω2 − ω1 = ΩB. (left)
Forward-SBS system. (right) Backward-SBS system.
mentum vector, ~qB, is about double the length of the optical momentum
vector to satisfy Eq. 4.15 and 4.16 as shown in 4.2b. This implies the genera-
tion of acoustic waves in the tens of GHz frequency regime, depending on the
laser frequency, ω, refractive index, n, and speed of sound in the material, v
(Eq. 4.17) [171]. In case of silicon dioxide excited with a 193 THz (1550 nm)





In a forward-SBS system, the momentum vectors of the incident and scat-
tered light are nearly identical with the same sign (propagating in the same
direction) as shown in Fig. 4.2a. Hence, the acoustic momentum vector is





At such low frequency, the phonon lifetimes are significantly longer than
that of the acoustic mode from back-scattering.
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4.5 Acousto-optic interaction
As mentioned earlier, Brillouin scattering is a scattering process involving
acousto-optic interaction. Thus, we derive the system of coupled equation
that describes acoustic field u and optical fields E from acoustic wave equa-
tion and electromagnetic wave equation.











where ε is dielectric permittivity, c is speed of light, and ∆P is change in
polarization given by
∆P = − γe
4π
(∇ · u) E (4.20)





In Brillouin scattering, electrostrictive constant is an essential source term
that gives rise to the excitation of electromagnetic wave in electromagnetic
wave equation. In other words, electrostriction creates dielectric permittivity
fluctuation from the sound wave.
Similar to the electromagnetic wave equation, the wave equation describing






with complex field amplitude u, external source f , and sound speed cs. Sub-
situting the external source with electrostrictive force 1
2







(∇ · u) E2 (4.23)
Applying the electromagnetic field equation Ei = φiaie
−iωit (i=1, 2 corre-
sponds to the two optical modes) and acoustic field equation u = ψue−iωBt
with spatial mode functions φi and ψ respectively,
Solving for the electromagnetic and acoustic field with spatial mode func-
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tions φi and ψ respectively, the system of rate equations describing the















u− i∆Bu− iβ∗a∗1a2e−iδt (4.26)
where a1 and a2 are Stokes and anti-Stokes electromagnetic fields respectively,
and u is acoustic field with the associated optical and acoustic loss rates κ1,
κ2, and ΓB respectively. ∆i is the frequency detuning from the resonance
frequency (i=1, 2, B corresponds to Stokes optical mode, anti-Stokes optical








(φ1 · φ2) (∇ ·ψ) d3r (4.27)
When Brillouin phase matching requirement discussed in the previous sec-
tion is satisfied, an optomechanical interaction and intermodal energy ex-
change take place. The strength of this interaction is defined by the optome-
chanical coupling coefficient which is proportional to the optical or acoustic
source field amplitude and the spatial overlap of optical and acoustic waves.
4.6 Nonreciprocity using Brillouin scattering
The main focus of this thesis is to explore nonreciprocity via Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency. However before we present our contribution, we
shall discuss how others have used Brillouin scattering to show nonreciprocity
in different systems as such notion has been suggested previously.
The first experimental demonstration of nonreciprocal light transmission
using Brillouin scattering was shown by Kang et. al. in 2011 [15]. Their
photonic crystal fiber system has proved that Brillouin scattering is unidi-
rectional when the acoustic wave is available in a single direction due to the

















Figure 4.3: Dispersion diagram revealing nonreciprocal interband
transitions. The scattering is allowed in the forward direction whereas the
scattering between backward propagating optical modes are forbidden due
to the lack of phase matching.
clearly illustrated using an omega-K diagram that shows backward propa-
gation direction (Fig. 4.3). The phase matching is satisfied in the forward
direction with the forward propagating acoustic mode. However, Brillouin
scattering is forbidden between the two backward propagating optical modes
because the necessary acoustic mode is not available. Others have suggested
and designed more efficient mode of operation to improve upon the fiber sys-
tem [174,175,176,177], but the nonreciprocity in Brillouin scattering system
always originates from the phase matching condition. As we will discuss in
Ch. 7, we also rely on the phase matching condition to demonstrate nonre-
ciprocal Brillouin scattering induced transparency.
4.7 Difference between radiation pressure driven
optomechanics and Brillouin scattering
Optomechanics is a multi-physics field of study that explores the interaction
between electromagnetic radiation (opto-) and mechanical vibration (me-
chanics). In a broad sense, Brillouin scattering, a photo-elastic scattering of
light mediated by an acoustic wave, falls under the category of optomechan-
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ics. However, we must distinguish Brillouin scattering from optomechanical
effects driven by radiation pressure breathing modes. Thus, we present sev-
eral key distinctions that must be pointed out for understanding Brillouin
scattering induced transparency.
The breathing mode in a microsphere resonator (Fig. 3.3a.) can be con-
sidered as a balloon expanding and contracting in size periodically. In other
words, the mechanical displacement takes place ubiquitously in the micro-
sphere. As the optomechanical coupling is a function of the optical and
mechanical modal overlap (Eq. 4.27), one may think this guarantees the
observation of optomechanical effects. However, the surface acoustic wave
modes used in Brillouin scattering reside near the outer edge of the res-
onator and are able to achieve much better coupling rate because any useful
optical modes that is accessible via evanescent coupling and has a good qual-
ity factor occupies the same spatial location as shown in Fig. 3.5. In fact, a
lot of effort is spent on engineering the optical and mechanical confinement
within a small region to enhance Brillouin gain [76] and to achieve better
cooperativity3 [99].
Furthermore, the geometry of breathing mode also contributes to the phase
matching requirement. The breathing mode is a standing wave with zero mo-
mentum and thus, does not participate in momentum exchange in the scatter-
ing process. On the other hand, Brillouin scattering is mediated by acoustic
phonon with coherent movement of lattices and a non-zero momentum vec-
tor. Thus, the phase matching condition (discussed in Ch. 4.4) requires both
energy and momentum conservation to be satisfied in the scattering process
which imposes an additional constraint for the observation of Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency. We will show that we can exploit this constraint
to our advantage in demonstrating nonreciprocal light transmission (Ch. 7).
4.7.1 Comment on optomechanically induced transparency
Optomechanically induced transparency (OMIT) is an EIT analogue demon-
strated using radiation pressure breathing mode microsphere [101] and pho-
3Cooperativity is expressed as C = 4g2o/κΓ where go is the optomechanical coupling,
κ is optical loss rate, and Γ is the mechanical loss rate. It is a characteristic parameter
determining the relative optomechanical coupling in a system. C >> 1 is necessary for
achieving the strong coupling regime which is relevant in many quantum mechanics and
electrodynamics experiments.
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tonic crystal [103]. As alluded to in this section, the key difference between
OMIT and Brillouin scattering induced transparency (BSIT) is the use of
standing wave breathing mode as oppose to the traveling surface acoustic
wave mode. At the time of first experimental demonstration of BSIT, it
was believed only BSIT was capable of showing the nonreciprocity due to
the specific phase matching condition. However, it was later experimen-
tally shown that OMIT can also break the reciprocity because the optical
modes only couple to the copropagating modes within the resonator [11].
This can also be seen from the Hamiltonian description of the two systems.
Essentially, the device responses are identical because the Hamiltonians for






Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) provides a powerful mech-
anism for controlling light propagation in a dielectric medium, and for pro-
ducing slow and fast light. EIT traditionally arises from destructive inter-
ference induced by a non-radiative coherence in an atomic system. Stimu-
lated Brillouin scattering (SBS) of light from propagating hypersonic acous-
tic waves has also been used successfully for the generation of slow and fast
light. However, EIT-type processes based on SBS were considered infeasi-
ble because of the short coherence lifetime of hypersonic phonons. In this
chapter, we report a new Brillouin scattering induced transparency (BSIT)
phenomenon generated by acousto-optic interaction of light with long-lived
propagating phonons in a silica resonator. We demonstrate that BSIT is
uniquely non-reciprocal due to the propagating acoustic wave and accom-
panying momentum conservation requirement. We also show that BSIT
enables ultralow-power ultralow-footprint slow light generation with delay-
bandwidth comparable to state-of-the-art SBS systems.
5.2 Review of electromagnetically induced
transparency
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) was theorized in 1989 by
Imamoǧlu and Harris while exploring ways to enhance higher order non-linear
Work presented in this chapter has been published in: “Non-reciprocal Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency”, Nature Physics, vol. 11, p. 275, 2015.
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susceptibility without a large resonant absorption [179, 180]. And in 1991,
the experimental demonstration of EIT was shown as soon as the suitable
energy level structure was found from strontium [19]. Since then, the study
of electromagnetically induced transparency [21,181,182,183] and analogous
effects in other physics [10, 22, 101, 102, 103, 184, 185, 186, 187] quickly took
off while exploring their applications as well. Induced transparency is exten-
sively used for the generation of slow and fast light which will be discussed
in the next chapter [10,22,181,182,188,189]. Not only that, there are many
other applications of EIT that use angular dependence of probe and control
laser creating EIT effect to measure atomic velocity [190,191], and energy and
momentum conservation to show efficient frequency conversion [192,193,194].
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a process that inhibits
the absorption of electromagnetic field within an atomic transition through
an interference effect. Typically, an electromagnetic field tuned to an ab-
sorption line will be absorbed to the material and excite an electron to the
higher state. In EIT, a strong electromagnetic field (control laser) is set to a
frequency matching the transition from an intermediate state to the excited
state (|2>-|3> transition from Fig. 5.2a). In effect, the control laser enables
an indirect transition pathway for a weak electromagnetic field (probe laser).
Then, the destructive interference of the direct and indirect transition path-
ways takes place and is observed as an induced transparency (Fig. 5.1b).









Figure 5.1: a. Probe signal is absorbed without the control laser. In other
words, the medium is opaque at the probe frequency. b. Probe at the
absorption frequency is allowed to transmit through the medium when the

















Figure 5.2: a. Lambda type energy level diagram of strontium. b. (Blue)
Probe transmission showing an absorption line without EIT. (Red) In the
presence of the control laser, induced transparency is observed within the
absorption line.
coupled with sufficient coupling rate (Rabi frequency) for the noticeable effect
in the absorption line.
The first experimental demonstration of EIT was shown by Boller et. al.
in an absorption line of strontium [19]. In the energy level diagram of stron-
tium (Fig. 5.2a), a lambda type system with energy levels and transition
pathways suitable for interference is shown. In the presence of the strong
control laser tuned to |2>-|3> transition, the direct probe transition |1>-
|3> and the indirect probe transition |1>-|3>-|2>-|3> have opposite signs
of probability amplitude and thus destructively interfere. An illustration of
probe transmission signal is shown in Fig. 5.2b.
Also, an alternate description of EIT can be drawn by introducing the
dressed state. As oppose to the control laser enabling an interference pathway
for the probe beam, we can consider the control laser as splitting the energy
level directly with the associated dipole moment µ i.e. dressing the state






In a way, the electric field supplied by the control laser is dressing the energy
level |3 > effectively creating two resonances. Now, probing around the
energy level transition |2>-|3>, we observe two new dressed states appear



















Figure 5.3: a. Lambda type energy level diagram of strontium. b. (Blue)
Probe transmission showing an absorption line without EIT. (Red) In the
presence of the control laser, induced transparency is observed within the
absorption line.
of detuning (ω ± µE/2~) which leads to the cancellation of susceptibility.
Ultimately, the probe is inhibited from absorption which we observe as the
induced transparency.
5.2.1 Induced transparency in other systems
Since the first demonstration of induced transparency in 1991 [19], there
have been several successful attempts to emulate analogous phenomenon in
other systems. Zhang et. al. theoretically suggested induced transparency
in plasmonic system [186] and Liu et. al. carried out the experiment [187].
In this plasmonic system, two non-radiative modes coupled with a superra-
diant mode form an EIT-like resonance with a narrow region of destructive
interference. Smith et. al. demonstrated induced transparency using two
coupled resonators [185]. In the coupled resonator system, the light traveling
within only one resonator and the light that traveled through the second res-
onator are allowed to destructively interfere as the phase shift is introduced
from the light coupling to another resonator. Weis et. al. demonstrated op-
tomechanically induced transparency using an optical microcavity [101] and
Safavi-Naeini et. al. using optomechanical crystal nanocavity [103]. In both
optomechanical analogue of EIT, the two optical fields are coupled through
an acoustic excitation and annihilation. This acoustic excitation and anni-
hilation process creates a second transition pathway similar to the indirect
transition pathway of EIT.
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Figure 5.4: Brillouin phase matching requires two optical modes of a
system that are separated by the acoustic parameters in ω-k space.
With a necessary background on Brillouin scattering and EIT, the the-
oretical description and experimental result of Brillouin scattering induced
transparency (BSIT) is presented in this section. Just like EIT, BSIT is
observed as a small window of inhibited absorption within an optical res-
onance. The key difference is that the phase matched set of optical and














Figure 5.5: In a BSIT experiment, control and probe lasers are coupled to
phase matched optical whispering gallery modes of a resonator by means of
a tapered optical fiber. A forward-SBS opto-acoustic interaction takes place
within the resonator.
Nonlinear optical processes such as EIT need to satisfy the energy-momentum
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conservation, leading to the phase-matching requirement. For EIT in an
atomic system, the momentum of the spin wave is set by the relevant optical
waves, automatically satisfying the phase matching requirement [19,20,183].
In comparison, the traveling acoustic wave in BSIT carries a momentum that
is intrinsic to the mechanical medium, is discretized by the resonator, and
can far exceed the momentum of an optical wave, which leads to special phase
matching requirement as will be discussed in detail below. More importantly,
this momentum requirement of Brillouin processes makes BSIT intrinsically
non-reciprocal, as known from SBS [15,174,175]. The BSIT that we describe
here vanishes when either the probe or the control reverses its propagation
direction (see Fig. 7.9). Such non-reciprocity can be exploited for important
applications, including on-chip optical isolators, circulators, and gyroscopes.
5.3.1 Analytical description of Brillouin scattering induced
transparency
For the analytical description of Brillouin scattering induced transparency
(BSIT), the mathematical formalism established by Agarwal and Jha is
adopted [195]. The intracavity fields representing the pump/control laser,
anti-Stokes shifted probe, and acoustic displacement can be described using













δ = ω2 − ω1 − ΩB
∆1 = ω1 − ωc
∆2 = ω2 − ωp
∆B = ΩB − (ωp − ωc)
(5.3)
where a1, a2, and u are the slowly varying phasor amplitudes of intracavity
control field, scattered light field and mechanical displacement respectively,
κ1 and κ2 are optical loss rates of pump mode and anti-Stokes mode respec-
tively, ΓB is acoustic loss rate, and β is the coupling coefficient accounting
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for modal overlap and Brillouin gain in the material. The frequencies ω1, ω2,
and ΩB represent the pump optical resonance, anti-Stokes optical resonance,
Brillouin acoustic resonance, while ωc, and ωp represent the control laser field
and probe laser field respectively. δ, ∆1, ∆2, and ∆B are the pump mode
to anti-Stokes mode detuning from the acoustic mode, pump mode detuning
from the control laser, anti-Stokes mode detuning from the probe laser, and
the modulation frequency detuning from the acoustic mode respectively.
Details on the evaluation of detuning parameters and the coupling param-
eter β are provided in [195]. For phase matching, the frequency relationship
ω2 = ω1 + ΩB must be satisfied. Momentum matching is implicit in the
complex phasors that represent the fields.
For the induced transparency experiment, the system at steady state is
analyzed, thus setting all derivatives to zero. Additional intracavity control
field fc and probe field fp terms are added on the right-hand-side as shown
in eqns. 5.4. For further simplification, the optical loss rates κ1 and κ2 are
assumed nearly identical (new symbol κ). Finally, the non-depleted pump
field approximation eliminates the coupling term from the first equation.
Then, the following simplified system can be obtained.
0 = −γ1a1 + fc
0 = −γ2a2 − iβua1eiδt + fp
0 = −γBu− iβ∗a∗1a2e−iδt
(5.4)
where
γ1 = κ/2 + i∆1
γ2 = κ/2 + i∆2
γB = ΓB/2 + i∆B
(5.5)
The system of equations Eq. 5.4 can then be solved to produce the steady
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical prediction of amplitude and phase
responses for induced transparency. a. Probe field when measured
inside the cavity. b. Probe field transmitted and measured at the
photodetector. The phase response of intracavity probe field is inverted as
the light evanescently coupl back to the waveguide and mix with the part
of probe field that was reflected from the cavity.
The control laser (Eq. 5.6) excites the system, while the probe laser, described
by Eq. 5.7, sweeps through the anti-Stokes optical mode of interest and
experiences the induced transparency. The intracavity probe field transfer
function is illustrated in Fig. 5.6a.
Here, it can be seen that the excitation of the ω2 mode is minimized in the
case of large Brillouin coupling β, large control field a1, and small acoustic loss
rate ΓB. The achievable contrast is (1 + κΓB / (|β|2|a1|2))−1, which reaches
1 for very strong coupling. For a chosen acoustic mode having loss rate ΓB it
is important to have a comparable or larger optical loss rate κ for a window
of transparency to be seen within the optical absorption. When κ < ΓB,
which is generally the case in back-scattering SBS experiments [147, 151,
171, 196], the effect will be decreased optical absorption with poor contrast.
For instance in silica resonators pumped with 1550 nm light, κ ≈ 1 MHz
while ΓB ≈ 10 MHz. In the forward scattering experiments we describe here
κ ≈ 1 MHz while ΓB ≈ 10 kHz.
Note that the phase response of the probe within the cavity is in agreement
















































Figure 5.7: Optical frequency relationship of the coupled triplet system for
absorption experiment using Stokes scattering. Opposite to anti-Stokes
scattering case, the role of the pump and scattered modes is switched. Also,
the probe laser sweeps in the opposite direction from higher to lower
frequency.
Stokes probe experiences a fast light response. However, the opposite result
(slow light) is observed when monitoring the probe field in the waveguide
(A2 = RFp + iTa2). Here, the input probe laser field is related to input
intracavity field as Fp = −ifp/T [95], while R and T are the reflection and
transmission coefficients at the coupler. As shown in Fig. 5.6b, a slow light
behavior is observed for the probe when measured in the waveguide.
5.3.2 Analytical description of Brillouin scattering induced
absorption
To understand Brillouin scattering induced absorption, the process with a
Stokes probe must be considered. Here, the same set of equations used for
induced transparency is employed (Eq. 5.2), except that the roles of the
control and probe lasers are reversed. In other words, subscript 1 refers to
the Stokes probe while subscript 2 refers to the control field. Then, the
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simplified system equations can be written as:
0 = −γ1
2









γ1 = κ/2 + i∆1
γ2 = κ/2 + i∆2
γB = ΓB/2 + i∆B
(5.10)
The frequency matching relationship between the fields is unchanged i.e.
ω2 = ω1 + ΩB. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the detuning parameters
are modified on account of the interchanged control and probe designations.
∆1 = ω1 − ωp
∆2 = ω2 − ωc
∆B = ΩB − (ωc − ωp)
(5.11)








As before, the forward probe transmission in the waveguide A1 is described
as
A1 = RFp + iTa1 . (5.13)
Again, an inversion of phase response takes place when the probe field exits
the resonator and mixes with the reflected input probe that did not couple
to the resonator (Fig. 5.8).
5.3.3 Energy level analogy of Brillouin scattering
A 3-level lambda system analogy to EIT (Fig. 5.2a) can be made in the case
of BSIT as shown in Fig. 5.9. Here, the optical mode (ω1, k1) is represented as
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Figure 5.8: Theoretical prediction of amplitude and phase
responses for induced absorption. a. Probe field when measured inside
the cavity. b. Probe field transmitted and measured at the photodetector.
The phase response of intracavity probe field is inverted as the light
evanescently couples back to the waveguide and mix with the part of probe
field that was reflected from the cavity.
an absorption transition |1>-|e>. For our BSIT experiment (Fig. 5.9a), the
control laser is parked at the low frequency optical mode |2>-|e> while the
probe laser is parked at the high frequency optical mode |1>-|e>. The sepa-
ration of the two optical modes in a frequency space is defined by the acoustic
frequency of Brillouin scattering, ~ΩB. Although light cannot directly scat-
ter from |1> to |2> or vice versa, the two levels are coherently coupled via
Brillouin scattering. With the coupling established, the probe transition
through the direct path |1>-|e> interferes with the indirect transition path
|1>-|e>-|2>-|e>. This interference results in the inhibited absorption.
Similarly, Stokes scattering is represented using energy level diagram in
Fig. 5.9b. In this case, the constructive interference causes increased absorp-





























Figure 5.9: Energy level analogy for Brillouin scattering systema.
Energy level with transition pathways for anti-Stokes scattering. Control
laser is parked at the lower frequency transition |2>-|e> where |e> is a
virtual level. b. Energy level with transition pathways for Stokes scattering.
Control laser is now parked at higher frequency transition |1>-|e>.
5.3.4 Requirement for observation of Brillouin scattering
induced transparency
The generation of BSIT requires a 3-mode system composed of two optical
modes and one long-lived acoustic mode forming an aforementioned energy
level analogue of EIT. Here, the long-lived acoustic mode allows sufficient
coupling between the two optical modes before decoherence. Phase-matching
of these modes in both frequency space and momentum space is essential as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Notably, the momentum requirement is not needed
for other transparency mechanisms [19, 20, 101, 102, 103]. As mentioned pre-
viously, in BSIT, the energies and momenta of these three modes must be
matched to satisfy ω2 − ω1 = ΩB and k2 − k1 = qB simultaneously. Here,
(ω1, k1) are the energy and momentum of the lower energy optical mode,
(ω2, k2) represent the higher energy optical mode, and (ΩB, qB) represent
the acoustic mode. The coupling between the three modes is mediated by
electrostrictive Brillouin scattering. Previous work has shown that such in-
stances of both forward- and backward-SBS phase matching can occur nat-
urally within a microresonator [100,141,197,198].
Consider the situation where a strong laser pumps the lower energy op-
tical mode (ω1, k1) while a weaker tunable probe measures the higher en-
ergy optical mode (ω2, k2) of the coupled system (Fig. 5.9a). When the
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anti-Stokes probe signal is tuned to a resonator mode, it couples strongly
to the resonator and generates a well understood opacity in the waveguide
(Fig. 5.10,bottom) [95]. Further, in the presence of Brillouin phase match of
the strong control laser and the anti-Stokes probe with a long lived phonon
mode in the same medium, the probe is expected to undergo very strong
resonant absorption into the control signal (Fig. 5.10,top) [199]. Intuitively,
these two cascaded stages of absorption should lead to near-complete removal
of the probe light from the system. As shown in this BSIT system, the intu-
ition breaks down, and instead of strong absorption of the anti-Stokes probe,
an interference is generated between the Stokes-directed absorption and anti-
Stokes-directed scattering pathways. This results in a previously unforeseen
transparency at the probe frequency ωp = ωc + ΩB and the probe no longer


































Figure 5.10: The control laser pumps the lower frequency optical mode to
allow anti-Stokes scattering while the resonator suppresses Stokes
scattering [197]. (Bottom) A probe laser scans through the optical
resonances, visible as a drop in waveguide transmission [95]. (Top) From
traditional SBS theory [171] anti-Stokes absorption is predicted for a probe
signal at ωp = ωc + ΩB, which intuitively should increase the probe loss.
However, when (ΩB, qB) represent a long lived phonon mode, a






















Figure 5.11: Experimental setup. Fiber coupled tunable diode laser sends
the control laser signal through a tapered waveguide. Network analyzer
provides probe frequency to the electro-optic modulator which creates a
probe signal from the control laser. Photodetector (PD) monitors the signal
transmission at the waveguide output and the electronic signal is analyzed
using both network analyzer and electrical spectrum analyzer. FPC is fiber
polarization controller.
5.4 Methodology
Fig. 5.11 shows the experimental setup used in this work. An ultra-high-Q
silica microsphere resonator is evanescently coupled to a tapered silica fiber
waveguide (Fig. 5.12), that provides coupling mechanism to the intracavity
control and probe light fields. A tunable diode laser with a center wavelength
of 1550 nm provides the control field to the pump mode, while the probe
signal is generated using an electro-optic modulator (EOM). While the EOM
creates two probe sidebands relative to the control laser, only one sideband
is matched to the anti-Stokes optical mode of the device. The other (Stokes)
sideband does not couple to the resonator and passes through the system
unhindered at constant amplitude. The probe sideband spacing is determined
by a modulation signal input to the EOM that is generated by a network
analyzer. The transmitted optical signal at the output of the waveguide is
received by a highspeed photodetector (Newport Model 1601), which results
in an electronic output beat note between the control and probe optical
signals. This electronic output is analyzed by an electrical spectrum analyzer
(Tektronix RSA6120A) as well as the network analyzer (Agilent 4395A) for
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probe transfer function analysis. When the higher energy optical mode is
pumped above threshold (in the absence of a probe), the electronic beat note
between the pump and scattered light generated on a photodetector can be
used to distinguish the Brillouin scattering [197,200] from radiation pressure
induced optomechanical oscillation [201].
a. b.
Figure 5.12: Microscope images of resonator a. Resonator is
uncoupled from tapered fiber coupler. b. Resonator is coupled to tapered
fiber coupler. The distance between the resonator and tapered fiber coupler
can range between in-contact to tens of nm.
5.5 Experimental result
5.5.1 Verification of Brillouin phase matching
First task is to find a set of optical modes and an acoustic mode that fulfills
the phase matching (Eq. 4.15 and 4.16) and allows the Brillouin scattering.
Following the procedure from Ch. 5.4, the Brillouin phase matching is verified
by the lack of harmonics from the beat note between the pump and scattered
light. The beat notes generated from the two sets of optical fields used for
induced transparency and absorption experiments are shown in Fig. 5.13.
5.5.2 Brillouin scattering induced transparency
When the optical and acoustic modes are identified, the induced transparency
experiment is carried out as described in Ch. 5.4. First, the control laser
is parked at the lower optical resonance and a probe signal on the higher
resonance. Then, it leads to destructive interference for a probe signal and
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Figure 5.13: Verification of Brillouin phase matching through
Brillouin lasing. a. When the (ω2, k2) mode is pumped with a strong
laser source, a Stokes SBS laser is generated [200]. When the Stokes
scattered and pump light are interfered on a photodetector, a beat note
corresponding to their frequency difference, ΩB, is measured. The lack of
harmonics of ΩB indicates that this is not a radiation pressure induced
optomechanical oscillation. This is from induced transparency data. b.
Brillouin lasing for induced absorption experiment (Ch. 5.5.3).
generates a transparency window (Fig. 5.14a). The measured amplitude
response of the probe laser in Fig. 5.14a shows the relatively broad 4.4 MHz
wide anti-Stokes optical mode with optical quality factor of 4.4 × 107. A
very sharp transparency feature at 349.3 MHz offset from the control laser
is observed in both amplitude and phase responses of the probe (Fig. 5.14).
This 349.3 MHz frequency corresponds to a whispering-gallery acoustic wave
mode [200] of the resonator with azimuthal mode number of 48 and phonon
lifetime of 59.2 µs.
5.5.3 Brillouin scattering induced absorption
If the control optical signal is tuned to the higher energy optical resonance,
it creates a region of greater opacity for a probe on the lower energy op-
tical mode (Fig. 5.15a). Due to thermal effects on the optical resonance
frequencies, it was technically more convenient to demonstrate opacity with
a different forward-SBS triplet on the same resonator where ΩB= 199.8 MHz
(phonon lifetime of 56.2 µs). The amplitude response of the probe laser in
Fig. 5.15a shows the 0.4 MHz wide Stokes optical mode with optical quality
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Figure 5.14: Observation of BSIT a. Transparency is observed for a
probe on (ω2, k2) when a strong pump is placed at (ω1, k1). (Solid) Probe
laser amplitude response. (Red-dashed) Curve fit to the (ω2, k2) optical
mode. b. Probe phase response with distorted dispersion within the
transparency.
factor of 4.9× 108. An opacity with a 17.8 kHz linewidth is induced at 199.8
MHz offset from the pump.
5.5.4 Tuning optical mode
Although phase matching (Eq. 4.15 and 4.16) imposes strict constraints on
the optical signal frequencies in the BSIT process, the transparency can be
tuned by either slightly modifying the pump frequency within its optical
mode, or thermally tuning the optical modes themselves (Fig. 5.16). The
tuning of optical mode is also revealed from the Eq. 5.7 by modifying the
detuning, ω2 − ω1 − ΩB (Fig. 5.17). Furthermore, the transparency depth
and width can be controlled [197,202] through the control laser power. Such
frequency tunability and the ability to switch the transparency on and off
are desirable in several applications [174,175].
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Frequency offset from control laser (MHz)
ΓB = 17.8 kHzOptical resonance
a.
b.
Figure 5.15: Observation of induced absorption. a. In the
configuration shown in Fig. 5.9b, the probe experiences an opacity at ΩB
offset from the control laser. (Solid) Amplitude response of the probe laser.
(Red-dashed) Curve fit to the (ω1, k1) optical mode. e. Probe phase
response with distortion within the transparency. The observed phase data
shows a change in slope that is opposite from that of the induced
transparency phase data.
5.6 Strong coupling regime
When the coupling rate is comparable to the optical loss rate |β||a1| ≈ κ,
the system enters the strong coupling regime [21]. In the strong coupling
regime, a mode split is observed such that an optical resonance at the original
frequency is completely removed. Instead, two new optical resonances which
can be tuned using the coupling rate are observed.
Experimentally, the control field a1 is used to manipulate the coupling rate.
The coupling coefficient β can be held constant as it is defined by the optical
modes only. In Fig. 5.18, the progression of the mode split with increasing
control laser power is shown. Here, the strong coupling regime could be
reached with only 40 µW of dropped input optical power. The optical loss
rate κ=4.4 MHz and acoustic loss rate ΓB=16.9 kHz are extracted from the
experimental data.
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Frequency offset from control laser (MHz)
140 142 144 146 148
Figure 5.16: Tuning optical modes. Tuning the control laser frequency
causes a relative detuning of the anti-Stokes optical mode while the
transparency remains at a fixed frequency offset, ΩB In this example, a SBS







































Figure 5.17: Theoretical modeling through Eq. 5.7 shows the stationary
transparency at ΩB while the anti-Stokes optical mode is tuned through the



















































from control laser, MHz
Figure 5.18: (Left) Increasing the control laser power increases the coupling
rate, G = |β||a1|, and the coupling rate increases the amplitude of the
transparency peak. Past the strong coupling regime, the mode splitting
occurs. (Right) The corresponding phase response is shown.
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CHAPTER 6




Shortly after the first demonstration of electromagnetically induced trans-
parency (EIT) [19], it was quickly realized that the induced transparency
systems can slow down the speed of light and that it has anomalous dis-
persion. And in 1995, the slow light was experimentally demonstrated using
EIT for the first time which showed 165-fold speed reduction compared to the
speed in vacuum [181]. Today, the state of the art slow light systems utilize
Bose-Einstein condensates which was first used in slow light application by
Hau in 1999 to demonstrate the speed of light reduction down to 17 m/s [20].
Since then, much effort has been put in for further reduction of speed of light,
longer light storage time, and higher fidelity of restored light [203].
The ability to control the velocity of light is a powerful technology be-
cause of its potential for significantly increasing performances of optical de-
vices. The slow light technique is often implemented in applications where
the interaction length or time is directly related to the device performance
such as an optical gyrocope [189, 204, 205] or an interferometer [206, 207].
Furthermore, the control over the speed of light is useful in several optical
signal processing applications including optical buffering [208] and optical
data storage [209]. For instance, the optical buffer is an essential component
in an optical fiber network for separating pulses or packets of data which can
only be processed one at a time. In this case, the optical buffer slows down a
pulse in order to prevent any unwanted merging or cross-talking of the optical
Work presented in this chapter has been published in: “Non-reciprocal Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency”, Nature Physics, vol. 11, p. 275, 2015.
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data. The optical signal processing and optical data storage are also attract-
ing more interests since the optical transistor has been demonstrated [210]
and the research on optical computing is starting to emerge.
In this chapter, we show that Brillouin scattering induced transparency
(BSIT) also exhibits the distinct dispersion feature found in EIT for showing
the slow and fast light. The slow light and time delay can be inferred from
BSIT probe response (Fig. 5.14) and, as one might expect, fast light from
Brillouin scattering induced absorption result (Fig. 5.15). In addition to
the large time delay achievable, BSIT distinguishes itself with its compact
size, light weight, low power consumption (SWaP), and ease of preparation
without a need for reaching cryogenic temperatures.
6.2 Group velocity and group index
Before explaining how the velocity of light can be controlled, let us clarify
what we can and cannot control. The velocity of light that we are familiar
with, commonly expressed as c = 3×108 m/s in vacuum, is the velocity of
phase front. The electromagnetic wave propagating in z direction with a











where the propagation vector and refractive index are functions of frequency,
k = k(ω) and nφ = nφ(ω). The phase velocity vp defined here is the univer-
sal speed of light that cannot be controlled unless the light is propagating
through a medium with different refractive index. Also, this is the speed of
light appearing in Einstein’s special relativity.
When we claim “we generate the slow light”, we do not control the speed
at which the photon is propagating, but rather we are controlling the “group
velocity” of light pulse such that it travels at the slower rate compared to





























Figure 6.1: An illustration of light pulse traveling through slow light,
ordinary, and fast light medium. Figure is recreated from [211]
where ng is the group index
1. Thus, we modify the group index ng to achieve
the slow and fast light, and the pulse propagation speed is modified accord-
ingly. Also, in slow (fast) light medium, the effective index is high (low)
leading to compression (rarefraction) of the light pulse (Fig. 6.1).
6.3 Kramers-Kronig relations
There are several different methods that can be used to create the requi-
site disturbances in the optical dispersion and to observe the slow and fast
light. EIT and other induced transparency analogues are popular methods
for generating the slow and fast light [103, 182]. Also, spectral hole burning
effect through coherent parametric oscillations creates a narrow window of
increased transmission which results in the generation of slow light [212,213].
Others have used metamaterials to engineer refractive indices [214]. All of
the methods mentioned above creates a response spectrum that resembles a
resonance as shown in Fig. 6.2a. In fact, this is a necessary condition for the
observation of slow and fast light as governed by Kramers-Kronig relations.
The Kramers-Kronig relation describes a transformation (Hilbert trans-
form) of real to imaginary parts and vice versa of a complex function under
1The group index can be derived by solving the group velocity formula dωdk with the

































Figure 6.2: a. An example transmission signal with resonance dip. b. The
refractive index calculated using the Hilbert transform of the transmission
signal. c. The slope of the refractive index, i.e. dispersion. The positive
value of group index indicates the generation of slow light.
the assumption of causality [215]. The concept of causality will be explain
later in Ch. 6.4.3, but simply, all physical systems are believed to be causal2.
For instance, light entering a medium interacts with the atoms and re-emit
radiation. Causality requires that the radiation from the atom to emit only
after the incident light excites the atoms first. Thus, the refractive index or
optical dispersion under hilbert transformation gives the material absorption
and vice versa as it obeys causality. In fact, for any variable in general de-
fined as a complex function Z(ω) = A(ω) + iB(ω), the Hilbert transform, H,
relates the real and imaginary parts as
2Causality violation is an important topic of research relevant in quantum mechanics
and relativity theory [216].
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The resonance feature in the frequency spectrum (Fig. 6.2a) shows a dip in
transmission with a narrow linewidth which is necessary to acquire a rapidly
changing dispersion |dn/dω| and to increase the time delay. Although we
experimentally measure the probe phase response as shown in the previous
chapter, we can theoretically estimate the optical dispersion and time delay
from the transmission spectrum alone using the Kramers-Kronig relations
(Fig. 6.2).
6.4 Translating phase dispersion to time delay
According to the Kramers-Kronig relations, the extremely sharp transparency
window presented earlier (Fig. 5.14) is accompanied by a rapidly changing
phase dispersion and slow light. To translate how much time delay we can





where φ is phase response and ω is frequency. The group delay equa-
tion is derived from the group velocity equation (Eq. 6.2) assuming a weak
probe [217]. Using this relationship, the probe phase response from the in-
duced transparency and absorption experiments can be further analyzed in
terms of slow and fast light.
6.4.1 Slow light
Once again we recall Brillouin scattering induced transparency result from
Fig. 5.14. Particularly, the probe phase response reveals rapidly changing
dispersion within the transparency window. In the group delay equation
(Eq. 6.4), the positive τg represents an optical delay and a negative value
represents an optical advancement. Hence, we interpret the result as the slow
light with a very low group velocity for the optical probe propagation [103,
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Figure 6.3: a. Probe phase response from induced transparency is shown.
b. Additional probe group delay is generated compared to the transmission
time without BSIT. 1 µW of laser power is used to generate time delay of
110 µs.
211]. Taking a derivative of phase with respect to the frequency, the time
delay of 110 µs is estimated as shown in Fig. 6.3.
6.4.2 Fast light
As oppose to Brillouin scattering induced transparency, the induced absorp-
tion result shows the probe phase response with a negative slope correspond-
ing to the fast light dispersion feature. When we exammine the probe phase
response from Fig. 5.15, the slope is an opposite sign which we interpret as
the superluminal optical propagation with 35 µs advancement as shown in
Fig. 6.4.
6.4.3 Causality in fast light system
Among many different values that the group velocity can take, the group
velocity that is faster than the speed of light (c = 3×108 m/s) requires an
additional consideration regarding the causality. We briefly mentioned earlier
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Figure 6.4: a. Probe phase response from induced opacity is shown. b.
Probe time advancement is shown compared to the transmission time
without Brillouin scattering induced opacity. Time advancement of 35 µs is
demonstrated using 380 nW of control laser power.
that all physical systems must satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations due to
the causality constraints. The fast light system is no exception to those rules.
Einstein conjectured in the theory of special relativity that a signal cannot
transfer information faster than the speed of light. Thus in 1914, Brillouin
and Sommerfeld conducted a thought experiment to answer how causality
is broken or sustained in a slow light system [211, 218, 219, 220, 221]. Their
argument came in two parts. First was that the leading edge of any signal
with finite length cannot travel faster than the speed of light c and that the
peak cannot overtake the leading edge3 (Fig. 6.5). In 1969, Icsevgi and Lamb
have shown that the light pulse with group velocity exceeding the speed of
light distorts in a way that the pulses pile up instead of overtaking and proved
that the fast light system is causal even in nonlinear medium [211, 220].
Second, a light pulse with very long leading and trailing tails such as a
Gaussian beam can in fact have a peak that travels at a rate faster than
the speed of light c. Even in such cases, no information is being transferred
3The terminology used is “a signal with compact support cannot have a front velocity
that exceeds the speed of light”. Here, the compact support refers to the signal with finite











Figure 6.5: The causality in fast light system can be visualized with a pulse
having an exaggerated, abrupt starting point (indicated by red arrow).
Even if the pulse peak travels at the superluminal speed, the information
does not transmit faster than the speed of light as the leading edge reaches
the detector at the same time.
at the speed faster than the speed of light as any part of the Gaussian-like
pulse shape theoretically carries the identical information and the entire pulse
shape can be reconstructed [211,221]. Therefore, the causality is maintained
in the fast light system.
6.5 Comparison of BSIT based slow light with
previous demonstrations
The figure of merit typically reported in slow and fast light systems is the
group delay and bandwidth product. However, the delay-bandwidth product
in SBS systems can be arbitrarily increased within technical limits by increas-
ing the control laser power and waveguide length [222,223,224,225]. Also, it
is noted that both the laser power and device size are engineering-related con-
straints that must be budgeted wisely. This is critically important in on-chip
devices where the laser power budgets are extremely small and kilometer-long
waveguides (as in fiber SBS systems) are simply impractical.
Thus, in order to make a fair comparison between different SBS based
systems, a figure of merit that normalizes the effects of control laser power





where τg is group delay, ΓB is bandwidth, Ic is laser power, and L is device
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length. In other words, this FoM is simply a calculation of the intrinsic
Brillouin gain in the system. By performing this normalization, a measure of
the efficiency of the system for obtaining a certain delay-bandwidth product
is found.
BSIT experimental data is compared against previous SBS slow light re-
ports in Table 6.1. The resonator circumference is used as the device length L
to compare our system against linear systems. It is shown that BSIT system
provides a τgΓB product that is comparable to all previous demonstrations
(order-of-magnitude is 1). In terms of the new FoM, however, our system
provides a τgΓB product with 5 orders-of-magnitude lower power × length
product than the next nearest system. This enormous engineering advantage






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ideal optical isolators should exhibit complete linear isolation – where com-
pleteness implies perfect transmission one way (i.e. zero forward insertion
loss) and zero transmission in the opposite direction – without any mode
shifts, frequency shifts, or dependence on input signal power. Unfortunately,
the established magneto-optical techniques [17, 228] for achieving nonrecip-
rocal optical transmission [229] have proven challenging to implement in
chip-scale photonics due to fabrication complexity, difficulty in locally con-
fining magnetic fields, and material losses [16, 18, 47, 230] as discussed in
Ch. 2.4. In light of this challenge, several non-magnetic alternatives for
breaking time-reversal symmetry [229] have been explored both theoreti-
cally [65,104,175,231,232,233] and experimentally [9,12,13,14,15,234]. How-
ever, various limitations still persist with the proposals that are compatible
with chip-scale fabrication. Nonlinearity-based nonreciprocal isolators are
fundamentally dependent on input field strength [12, 234] and hence do not
generate linear isolation [39]. Dynamic modulation [104,231] is a powerful ap-
proach that generates linear isolation, but current chip-scale demonstrations
are still constrained by extremely large forward insertion loss and low con-
trast [9,13]. Finally, the Brillouin acousto-optic scattering approach [174,175]
is based on using stimulated intermodal scattering enabled by phonons to in-
duce unidirectional photonic loss. This technique promises linearity and easy
implementation in most optical materials but requires waveguide lengths of
Work presented in this chapter has been published in: “Complete linear optical iso-
lation at the microscale with ultralow loss,” Scientific Reports, vol. 7, no. 1, p. 1647,
2017.
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several centimeters to several meters [15] for practical isolation. Recent ad-
vancements in on-chip gain [235, 236] have improved the future potential of
miniaturizing this approach, but till date no microscale SBS isolator has been
demonstrated. Presently, there is no experimentally demonstrated magnet-
free technique that can provide linear optical isolation, with ultra-low loss,
and a microscale footprint at the same time. A comparison of state-of-the-
art experimental results on non-magnetic microscale isolation can be found
in Table 7.1.
Recently, a fundamentally different path to obtain nonreciprocal opti-
cal transport has emerged, by exploiting opto-mechanically induced trans-
parency [10, 11, 22]. These nonreciprocal effects are based on destructive
optical interference via a non-radiative acoustic coherence within a resonator-
waveguide system, and are acousto-optic analogues of electromagnetically in-
duced transparency (EIT). To date, however, only subtle nonreciprocity has
been demonstrated by these optomechanical methods, without any expres-
sion or demonstration of a path to achieving complete isolation with ultra-low
forward loss, both of which are requirements for practical use. We focus our
study on the nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering induced transparency (BSIT)
mechanism [22], in which momentum conservation requirement between pho-
tons and phonons helps break time-reversal symmetry for light propagation.
More importantly, BSIT uniquely permits two major technical results that
we demonstrate in this work. We show theoretically that when operating
within the strong acousto-optical coupling regime (aided by the resonant
pump) the BSIT system enables theoretically lossless transmission of light in
the forward direction in a waveguide, while maintaining complete absorption
in the reverse direction – the condition of complete linear isolation. Sec-
ond, the non-zero momentum of the traveling phonons involved in BSIT per-
mits independent forward/reverse reconfiguration of the isolation effect, in
contrast to the zero-momentum mechanical excitations in optomechanically
induced transparency [11] that can couple forward and reverse propagating
light. Experimentally, we demonstrate a device operating very close to the
strong coupling regime and capable of generating a record-breaking 78.6 dB
of isolation contrast per 1 dB of forward insertion loss within the induced
transparency bandwidth. Since the underlying interaction is available in all
dielectrics, this isolation effect can in principle be implemented using any
waveguide and resonator materials available in photonics foundries.
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Figure 7.1: Light path and light polarization changes within an optical
isolator. (Top) The reflected laser field does not travel back to the initial
position of the forward propagating laser field. (Bottom) Unlike the
half-wave plate, which rotates the polarization of light symmetrically, the
Faraday rotator rotates the polarization non-reciprocally depending on the
direction of light propagation.
The optical isolator is a directional filter that blocks light based on the
propagation direction. Since there is no difference in characteristic of light
traveling in the opposite direction, the polarization of light is modified based
on the propagation direction first using the principle of Faraday effect. The
Faraday effect describes a dielectric material’s tendency to rotates the light
polarization non-reciprocally given a magnetic field across the medium. In
other words, two light fields traveling across the Faraday rotator in an op-
posite direction experience the rotation in the same direction. Therefore, if
light field travels across the Faraday rotator and reflects or scatters back to its
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original location, the polarization will not be identical to the initial polariza-
tion. By using two birefringent media or polarization filters before and after
the Faraday rotator to refract and separate light with different polarization,
the light may be allowed to travel only in one direction (Fig. 7.1).
Faraday rotator requires a biasing magnetic field to generate such an opti-
cal behavior. Therefore, an optical isolator typically houses a strong magnet.
This is acceptable in many applications, but a magnet is difficult to integrate
onto an optical circuit as magnet has to be bonded onto the device [237].
Therefore, a non-magnetic isolator is desirable for on-chip implementation




Let us first qualitatively discuss how ideal optical isolation can be achieved
by means of the BSIT light-sound interaction in dielectric resonators [10,
22]. We consider a whispering-gallery resonator having two optical modes
(ω1, k1) and (ω2, k2) that are separated in (ω, k) space by the parameters
of a high coherence traveling acoustic mode (Ω, q). This is the requisite
phase matching relation for BSIT (Fig. 7.2), indicating that phonons enable
coupling of the photon modes through photoelastic scattering. We stress
here that the two modes should belong to different mode families of the
resonator in order to ensure that scattering to other optical modes from the
same phonon population is suppressed. When this system is pumped with
a strong ‘control’ field on the lower optical resonance (ω1, k1), an EIT-like
optomechanically induced transparency [101, 103] appears within the higher
optical resonance (ω2, k2), due to coherent interference originating from the
acousto-optical interaction [10,22].
A description of this interference can be presented both classically [22] or
through by a quantum mechanical approach [10]. Briefly, one can consider
signal or ‘probe’ photons arriving from the waveguide at frequency ω2 that
are on-resonance and being absorbed by the resonator mode (ω2, k2). When












































































































































Figure 7.2: a. The interference of excitation pathways in the BSIT system are described
through an energy-level picture (grey boxes), using probe photon number np and phonon
number nm. Absorption of a probe photon into the (ω2, k2) optical resonance is modeled
as an effective transition |np, m〉 → |np + 1, nm〉. In presence of the control field, the
probe photon could scatter to the lower resonance (ω1, k1) while adding a mechanical
excitation in (Ω, q), which is a effective transition to state |np, nm + 1〉. However, the
coherent anti-Stokes scattering of the control field from this mechanical excitation would
generate an interfering excitation pathway for the original state |np + 1, nm〉. This process
is analogous to EIT and results in a window of transparency for the forward optical
probe, inhibiting the original |np, nm〉 → |np + 1, nm〉 absorption transition. The
necessary momentum matching requirement, not visible in the energy diagram, is
represented using the dispersion relation (middle) to elucidate the breaking of
time-reversal symmetry for the probe signal.
photons could scatter to (ω1, k1) causing a mechanical excitation of the sys-
tem. However, anti-Stokes scattering of the strong control field from this me-
chanical excitation will generate a phase-coherent optical field that interferes
destructively with the original excitation of the mode at (ω2, k2). The result
is a pathway interference that is measured as an induced optical transparency
in the waveguide, where no optical or mechanical excitation takes place, and
the resonant optical absorption is inhibited (Fig. 7.3 top). The strength of
this interference is set by the intensity of the control laser. The phase of the
mechanically dark mode is instantaneously set by the phases of the control












































































































































Figure 7.3: We implement this mechanism using a waveguide and a
whispering gallery resonator, in which probe signals tuned to either of the
(ω2, ±k2) optical resonances are typically absorbed by the resonator under
the critical coupling condition. The presence of a forward control field,
however, creates the BSIT interference [22] only for forward probe signals
and inhibits absorption. Under strong acousto-optical coupling, the
waveguide-resonator system is rendered lossless at the original resonance.
It is crucial, however, to note that this transparency in BSIT only appears
for probe signals co-propagating with the control laser. Probe light in the
counter propagating i.e. time-reversed direction, on the other hand, occu-
pies the high frequency optical mode with parameters (ω2, -k2). For BSIT
to occur in this case, an acoustic mode having parameters (Ω, −(k1 + k2))
would be required for compensating the momentum mismatch between the
forward control and backward probe optical modes. However, since such
an acoustic mode is not available in the system, no interaction occurs for
the counter-propagating probe and the signal is simply absorbed into the
resonator (Fig. 7.3 - bottom).
7.3.2 Analytical description
The classical field equations for coupled light and sound in this waveguide-
resonator system are presented in Ch. 5.3.1. The transmission coefficient t̃p






(κ2/2 + j∆2) +G2/ (ΓB/2 + j∆B)
(7.1)
where si,in and si,out are the optical driving and output fields in the waveguide
(Fig. 7.3) at the control (i=1) and probe (i=2) frequencies. G is the pump-
enhanced Brillouin coupling rate manipulated by the control optical field s1,in
in the waveguide via the relation G = |s1,in β
√
κex/ (κ1/2 + j∆1) |. Here β
is the acousto-optic coupling rate, κi are the loaded optical loss rates, ΓB
is the phonon loss rate, and κex is the coupling rate between the waveguide
and resonator. The loaded optical loss rates are defined as κi = κi,o + κex
where κi,o is the loss rate intrinsic to the optical mode. The ∆i parame-
ters are the field detunings, with subscript B indicating the acoustic field.
This response matches the system of optomechanically induced transparency
(OMIT) [101, 103], with the exception that the pump field is also resonant
and the coupling rate β is dependent on momentum matching. As we ex-
plain later, the pump resonance in BSIT significantly enhances the maximum
coupling rate G achievable in contrast to single-mode OMIT systems.
Equation 7.1 is key to understanding how an ideal optical isolator can be
obtained. First, we examine the case of no acousto-optic coupling G = 0,
resulting from either modal mismatch (β = 0) or zero applied control laser
power (s1,in = 0). In this case Eq. 7.1 exhibits a well-known Lorentzian
shaped transmission dip implying that the probe optical field in the waveg-
uide is simply absorbed by the resonator [95]. Critical coupling between res-
onator and waveguide is enabled when κex = κ2,o and results in complete ab-
sorption of the probe light from the waveguide at resonance (∆2 = 0). With
critical coupling in place, let us now introduce the effects of the acousto-optic
coupling. For very large acousto-optic interaction strength, i.e. G → ∞,
Eq. 7.1 indicates that we recover perfect transmission
∣∣t̃p∣∣2 = 1 even when
the waveguide and resonator are critically coupled. Forward propagating
probe light in the waveguide, co-propagating with the control laser, can thus
transmit perfectly with no absorption at resonance in the ideal case. At the
same time, we have no Brillouin coupling (β = 0) for counter-propagating
control and probe optical fields due to the momentum mismatch as indicated
previously. This implies that, for a counter-propagating probe, the system



















































Figure 7.4: Evolution of the transparency and isolation contrast as
a function of pump-enhanced Brillouin coupling G. In the weak
coupling regime (G κ), the transparency linewidth and contrast
bandwidth are defined by the acoustic linewidth ΓB [22]. As coupling G
increases, the isolation contrast improves, bandwidth is expanded and the
optical mode with transparency appears as a splitted mode. In the strong
coupling regime, the isolation bandwidth is independent of the acoustic
mode and is instead defined by optical mode linewidth κ only. The dashed
lines indicate the perfect transmission baseline (left) and zero isolation
contrast (right) respectively.
forward probe signals transmit with zero absorption, and backward probe sig-
nals are completely absorbed (Fig. 7.3), this system is an ideal linear isolator
at the transparency resonance.
A more practically accessible case is G ≥ κ2, also known as the strong
coupling regime [238], where the induced transparency grows to the width of
the optical mode. Strong coupling can be reached for high coherence phonon
modes (small ΓB) with large acousto-optic coupling β and large control driv-
ing field s1,in. The evolution of the optical transparency and isolation contrast
with increasing coupling G is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. In the weak coupling
regime (G  κ2) the isolation contrast is defined roughly by the linewidth
of the phonon mode. As G increases the transparency window broadens
until eventually reaching the strong coupling regime where the isolation con-
trast bandwidth reaches a maximum equaling the optical loss rate κ2, as
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long as the acoustic frequency is higher than this value. Thus, the isolation
bandwidth can be improved to the several GHz range if a higher frequency
acoustic mode is used [200] in conjunction with a low-Q (high κ2) optical
mode, and the reduction in coupling is compensated by other means [76].
In this regime, we also achieve the desired ultra-low forward insertion loss.
Such large transparency can also be interpreted as the splitting of the optical
mode [239]. The absence or minimization of forward loss necessarily implies




We experimentally demonstrate ultra-low loss optical isolation by probing
light transmission through the waveguide in the forward and backward di-
rections simultaneously. In our experiment, a tapered optical fiber waveguide
is fabricated by linear tension drawing of SMF-28 fiber while being heated
with a hydrogen flame [240], till the point that the tapered waveguide diam-
eter is comparable to the laser wavelength and supports only a single optical
mode with significant evanescent field. With adiabatic tapering [117] the
loss associated with this waveguide can be made as low as 0.003 dB [241].
We employed a resonator of diameter 170 µm to guarantee the natural ex-
istence of multiple triplets of acoustic and optical modes that satisfy the
phase-matching condition for BSIT, although smaller resonators may also be
used. The microsphere resonator is fabricated by reflow of a single-ended
optical fiber taper using an arc discharge. The fiber mode is coupled to the
resonator by means of evanescent field overlap with the resonator’s whisper-
ing gallery modes. The optical coupling rate is controlled using distance with
a piezo-nanopositioner.
7.4.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup used for the simultaneous forward and backward





































Figure 7.5: Experimental setup for simultaneous forward and backward
probe transmission measurements is shown. We use a matched set of
optical components including the electro-optic modulator (EOM), the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the fiber polarization contrller
(FPC), the circulator and the photodetectors (PD) for the forward and
backward measurements. Light is coupled to the resonator via tapered
waveguide. An electronic network analyzer (NA) performs ratiometric
measurements of NA reference and NA input signals (marked in figure) in
the forward and backward directions. The electrical spectrum analyzer
(ESA) is also used to observe the acoustic phonon mode by measuring the
beat note generated by the control laser and Brillouin light scattering by
the phonons.
external cavity diode laser (ECDL) to generate the control and probe laser
fields. This laser source is first split into the forward and backward direc-
tions using a 50:50 splitter. Electro-optic modulators (EOM) are employed
as variable optical attenuators in dc mode (i.e. by adjusting the bias voltage)
for manipulating control laser power in either direction. The probe laser is
also derived from the control laser using the same EOMs to generate two
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sidebands spectrally separated from the control by the modulation frequency
ωm. The probe laser frequency ωp = ωc + ωm can be swept using ωm relative
to the control laser ωc. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is used after
each EOM to independently modify the control laser power, which in turn
regulates the pump-enhanced Brillouin coupling rate G in either direction.
Fiber polarization controllers (FPC) are used to match the light polarizations
of the forward and backward propagating laser fields. Two circulators are
placed before and after the resonator to allow simultaneous measurements
of the probe transmissions in the forward and backward directions without
reconfiguring the experimental setup. We use a total of four photodetec-
tors, two for measuring the forward and backward probes which are used as
references (PD1 and PD2 in Fig. 7.5) and the other two for measuring the
forward and backward probe transmissions through the resonator-waveguide
system (PD3 and PD4 in Fig. 7.5). The experiment is performed at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure condition.
7.4.3 Determining the optical probe transmission coefficient
The probe transmission coefficient t̃p is measured with the help of a network
analyzer, which performs a coherent ratiometric analysis of beat notes of the
control and probe optical signals at various points in the experiment (see
Fig. 3 in the Manuscript). Here, we dissect the network analyzer measure-
ment to explain how the probe transmission coefficient is extracted from the
experimental data.
The control laser with frequency ωc is electro-optically modulated at ωm
to create two sidebands. By keeping the modulation depth low, we can
ensure the sidebands are small compared to the carrier, allowing a first-order
approximation of the spectrum. We can thus write the optical field within













where Ec is the carrier or control laser field amplitude and m is the modula-
tion depth. The control laser frequency ωc and modulation frequency ωm are
adjusted such that the control laser and upper sideband overlap with optical
modes while the lower sideband does not couple to any of the resonator’s op-
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tical modes. We use the upper sideband as the optical probe to measure light
transmission through the system, while the control laser parked at the lower
frequency optical mode enables the Brillouin scattering interaction between
the optical mode pair.
The optical field arriving at the photodetector after passing through the
taper-resonator system (PD3 in the forward case, PD4 in the backward case,













where t̃i are the complex valued transmission coefficients of the control, lower
sideband, and probe (upper sideband) fields (i=c, ls, p respectively) through
the waveguide. Since the lower sideband does not couple to the resonator,
its transmission coefficient is simply t̃ls = 1. The probe transmission coeffi-
cient t̃p measured in the forward and backward directions defines the optical
isolation performance.
The optical power measured at the output detector (PD3 or PD4 depend-
ing on the probe direction) can be extracted from Eqn. 7.3 as shown below.
Here we consider only the terms that fall within the detector bandwidth at
frequency ωm.
Pout ∝











cosωmt + Im(t̃p) sinωmt
]
(7.4)
Without loss of generality we have set t̃c with a phase of zero, i.e. all other
fields are referenced to the phase of control field. The RF (electrical) output
signal from the photodetector is Pout multiplied by the detector gain.
The network analyzer requires a reference signal to perform the ratiometric
measurement. We generate this reference by directly measuring the optical
signal prior to the resonator, i.e. Eq. 7.2, at PD1 (PD2 in the backward
direction, see Fig. 3 in the Manuscript). As above, this reference signal is
proportional to the optical power
Pref ∝ 2 |Ec|2m cos(ωmt) (7.5)
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With respect to this cos(ωmt) reference, the first term in the parentheses in





while the second term provides the quadrature component Im(t̃p). The net-








where A is the amplitude response, φ is the phase response, and M is a
coefficient accounting for a fractional difference between optical powers mea-
sured at the reference photodetector and at the photodetector placed after
the resonator at a decoupled state. M includes EOM output power split
ratio (1:99), EDFA gain, and difference in photodetectors’ sensitivities.
The frequency and power of the control laser remain unchanged during the
experiment, resulting in a constant tc that can be determined by monitoring
the control laser transmission. M and tc can also be determined together
through the network analyzer response when the probe is off resonance from
the anti-Stokes mode, i.e. in the case where t̃p = 1. Using this information,
curve fitting can be performed on the network analyzer measurement, and
the complex t̃p can be separately determined as a function of offset (from
the control laser) frequency ωm. However, we note that the transmission
coefficient extracted using Eq. 7.6 is not of the probe field only. We must
also consider the effect of coherent light sources other than the probe for the
accurate measurement of the true probe transmission coefficient. We discuss
this in detail in the next section.
7.4.4 Background light in probe measurements
In ultra-high-Q resonators, coherent spontaneous light scattering from the
control laser by small intrinsic defects can populate the anti-Stokes optical
mode. There may also be direct injection of the control laser into the anti-
Stokes optical mode. While this extra light is generally small, it does result
in competition with the small amount of anti-Stokes light scattering from
the acoustic mode in the structure (the phenomenon of interest) and can
contaminate measurements of t̃p. An exemplary measurement of this spurious
light is shown in Fig. 7.6. Since both light sources are being generated from
the same pump/control laser, there can be interference that complicates the
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Figure 7.6: Measurement of Brillouin scattering at Ωm and the
control-coherent background light (from defect induced scattering and
direct injection) shaped by the anti-Stokes optical mode at ω2. Both sources
are offset from the control laser by roughly 404 MHz. This measurement is
derived from their beating with the control field on a photodetector and
measured by an RF electronic spectrum analyzer. The additional
background light is typically too small to be observed except when it is
resonantly amplified by an ultra-high-Q resonator. The Brillouin scattering
occurs at a fixed frequency defined by the phonon mode Ωm while the
background light is tunable by modifying the control laser frequency.
measurement of the probe transmission (Fig. 7.7).
We can easily observe the evidence of this additional light in the back-
ground using an electrical spectrum analyzer that monitors the RF power
measurement from the photodetector. Fig. 7.6 shows the spectrum of beat
notes generated from scattering by the acoustic phonon mode centered at
Ωm = 403.6 MHz, and from background light within the anti-Stokes optical
mode centered at ωas = 405.1 MHz offset from the control laser frequency.
Since the resonant frequency of the phonon mode is fixed, the frequency of
the beat note originating from Brillouin scattering does not change when the
control laser frequency changes. However, the beat note generated from the
control-coherent background light injected into the anti-Stokes optical mode
can be moved in frequency space with the control laser.
Since the proposed sources of background light (defect scattering, direct




























Figure 7.7: The network analyzer measurement shows an asymmetric probe
power transmission coefficient
∣∣t̃p∣∣2 (red-dotted line) in spite of the optical
mode being symmetric. The distortion in the measurement originates from
the background light injected to the anti-Stokes optical mode, creating
difficulty in the estimation of the 0 dB transmission baseline (grey-dashed
line) and optical mode center frequency. After correcting for the
background light, the symmetric optical transmission is seen (blue-solid
line).
them as a coherent source driving the anti-Stokes mode with coupling strength
r relative to the control field. This extra source can be included in the equa-
tions describing our system as follows :
ȧ1 = −(κ1/2 + j∆1)a1 − jβ∗u∗a2 +
√
kexs1,in
ȧ2 = −(κ2/2 + j∆2)a2 − jβua1 +
√
kexs2,in + jra1
u̇ = −(ΓB/2 + j∆B)u− jβ∗a∗1a2 + ξ
si,out = si,in −
√
kex ai | where i=1,2
(7.7)
As discussed in Ch. 5.3.1, the control field scattering jβ∗u∗a2 and thermal
fluctuation ξ can be assumed to be negligible. We find the modified steady-
state intracavity probe field a2 which is composed of the unperturbed probe









γi = κi/2 + j∆i
γB = ΓB/2 + j∆B
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Frequency (MHz) Frequency (MHz)
Asymmetrya b
Figure 7.8: a. Raw amplitude response data from the network analyzer.
The optical transmission measurement and the induced transparency are
distorted by the additional light within the anti-Stokes optical mode. b.
Probe optical power transmission is plotted using input-output relation
after removal of the background light. Data shows transparency within the
Lorentzian shaped optical mode. The red dashed line represents a fit using
theoretical model for induced transparency.
where G = |βa1| is the pump-enhanced Brillouin coupling rate. The probe





































From Eq. 7.10, we note that we can reduce the effect of the background
light by increasing the probe laser power (larger s2,in) during the experiment
such that the first term dominates. The measured transmission coefficient
t̃p,measured acquired from Eq. 7.6 will then approach the actual transmission
coefficient t̃p,actual. More generally, however, the second interfering term re-
sults in an asymmetry (irrespective of acousto-optical coupling) in the optical
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transmission through high-Q resonators measured by this pump-probe tech-
nique.
In Fig. 7.7 we plot Eq. 7.9 with acousto-optical coupling set to zero (G = 0).
The extra light in the resonator modifies the transmission coefficient such
that the high frequency side of the optical mode exceeds 0 dB baseline while
the low frequency side is artificially dipped. When we exclude the background
light, the plot now reveals a symmetric optical mode and a true resonance
frequency. Thus, factoring out this asymmetry is critical in accurately de-
termining the optical isolation performance. Unprocessed transmission mea-
surement from the network analyzer (Fig. 7.8a) shows the asymmetric optical
mode shape and different 0 dB baseline levels on either side of the resonance.
Such a mismatch in baseline is used to estimate the degree of asymmetry and
the coupling strength r. The background light can then be subtracted from
the measurement to obtain t̃p,actual as shown in Fig. 7.8b. In the Fig. 7.8
example, a symmetric optical mode with transparency at the center of the
optical mode is revealed.
7.5 Experimental result
7.5.1 Demonstration of high-contrast ultralow-loss isolation
We experimentally demonstrate ultra-low loss optical isolation (Fig. 7.9, 7.10)
in the waveguide-resonator system by probing optical transmission through
the waveguide in the forward and backward directions simultaneously (see
Methods §7.4). A resonator of diameter 170 µm is used to guarantee the nat-
ural existence of multiple triplets of acoustic and optical modes that satisfy
the phase-matching condition for BSIT.
The requisite BSIT phase-matching is first experimentally verified by strongly
driving the (ω2, k2) optical mode and observing spontaneous and stimulated
Stokes Brillouin scattering into the lower mode (ω1, k1) in the forward direc-
tion [200]. Subsequently, we drive the (ω1, k1) optical mode with a strong
control laser (<1 mW) and use a weak co-propagating probe laser to mea-
sure the power transmission spectrum across the high frequency optical mode
(ω2, k2) revealing the induced transparency window. The control laser de-
tuning and power are adjusted in order to maximize the power transmission
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Figure 7.9: Experimental observation of extremely low insertion
loss linear optical isolation. a. Probe power transmission coefficient∣∣t̃p∣∣2 is measured in the forward direction through the waveguide near the
(ω2, k2) mode, with fixed 66 µW pump power dropped into the (ω1, k1)
mode. The forward probe power transmission coefficient through the
waveguide shows only 1.44 dB insertion loss within the transparency. The
phonon mode frequency is 145 MHz. b. The (ω2, -k2) optical mode
measured by the backward probe does not exhibit the induced transparency,
resulting in conventional absorption of the probe signal by the resonator.
within the transparency peak. Experimental measurements of the probe
power transmission
∣∣t̃p∣∣2 in both forward and backward directions are pre-
sented in Fig. 7.9. To show optical isolation, the same measurement is taken
in the forward and backward directions while the constant control driving
field s1,in is supplied in the forward direction only. In this experiment the two
selected optical modes of the resonator have linewidth κ1 ≈ κ2 ≈ 4.1 MHz,
and are spaced approximately 145 MHz apart. They are coupled by means
of a 145 MHz acoustic mode of intrinsic linewidth ΓB ≈ 12 kHz. Through fi-
nite element simulations, we estimate that the acoustic mode corresponds to
a first order Rayleigh surface acoustic exictation having an azimuthal order
of M=24. At a diameter of 170 µm, this translates to an acoustic momen-
tum of q = 0.28 µm−1 and ensures breaking of interaction symmetry for
co-propagating and counter-propagating probe fields (Fig. 7.2).
As seen in Fig. 7.9a the system exhibits very low forward insertion loss
(1.44 dB) at the peak of induced transparency region for 66 µW control
laser power absorbed to the resonator (power launched in fiber is 680 µW ).
This corresponds to an experimentally calculated pump-enhanced Brillouin
coupling of G ≈ κ2/12. At this point, the acoustic mode has an effective
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Figure 7.10: The optical isolation contrast is evaluated as the difference
between forward and backward power transmission coefficients. Here we
calculate 14.4 dB peak contrast with a -3 dB bandwidth of 90 kHz.
Isolation exists over 470 kHz.
linewidth of 80.4 kHz due to Brillouin cooling [100]. Simultaneous mea-
surement of backward probe power transmission (Fig. 7.9b) shows only the
absorption spectrum of the unperturbed (ω2, -k2) optical mode, generating a
power transmission loss of 15.8 dB in the waveguide. Subtraction of the for-
ward and backward measurements provides a measure of the optical isolation
contrast, which is 14.4 dB here with ∼90 kHz full width at half maximum
(Fig. 7.9c).
Since the forward insertion loss is very low (zero in the ideal theoreti-
cal case), the isolation contrast is primarily determined by the proximity of
the waveguide-resonator coupling to the critical coupling condition, which if
achieved would yield infinite isolation contrast. Achieving critical coupling
κex = κ2,o in non-integrated waveguide-microsphere systems is very challeng-
ing due to multimode waveguiding in the taper, thermal drifts during the
experiment, and vibrational or mechanical stability issues. Previously, up to
26 dB of signal extinction has been experimentally demonstrated in a fiber
taper-microsphere system [242]. In the future, ideal isolation may be ap-
proached if the waveguide and resonator are integrated on-chip, since most
mechanical issues can be eliminated and the interacting modes can be de-
signed precisely. Alternatively, applications that require high contrast may
employ multiple isolators in series with minimal penalty due to the extremely
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Figure 7.11: Demonstration of ultra-low forward insertion loss with
stronger coupling G. a. Here, we use a triplet of optical and acoustic
modes with an optical mode separation or acoustic frequency of 164.8 MHz.
Pump-enhanced Brillouin coupling rate G is much higher due to better
acousto-optic modal overlap and 235 µW power absorbed into the control
mode. This results in G ≈ κ/3 causing the forward insertion loss within the
transparency to decrease to only 0.14 dB. The isolation bandwidth also
increases to approximately 400 kHz. b. The transparency-free (ω2, k2)
optical mode is observable by detuning the control laser from the (ω1, k1)
optical mode, which also detunes the scattered light.
mance of different isolators by referencing the achieved contrast to 1 dB
forward loss. The data shown in Fig. 7.9 indicates this figure of merit of ap-
proximately 10 dBisolation/dBloss (units preserved for clarity, indicating 14.4
dB constrast vs 1.44 dB forward loss).
Theory indicates that much lower forward insertion loss can be obtained
if much higher coupling rate G is arranged, either by lowering the loss rates
of the optical modes, or by using higher control laser power. Fortunately, a
special feature of two-mode systems such as BSIT [243] is the resonant en-
hancement of the intracavity pump photons in mode ω1, which enables much
easier access to the strong coupling regime. Nonreciprocity based on single-
mode OMIT [11] does not possess this feature and it is thus impractical to
expand the isolation bandwidth and reach the ultra-low loss regime. Making
use of this resonant enhancement, in Fig. 7.11a we show a system nearly
reaching the strong coupling regime with G ≈ κ/3, exhibiting only 0.14 dB
forward insertion loss (96.8% transmission) and isolation contrast estimated
at 11 dB. Here, 235 µW control power is coupled to the resonator (700 µW
launched in fiber). The unmodified optical mode absorption can be easily
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observed by detuning the control laser such that the interference is generated
outside the optical mode (Fig. 7.11b). This result indicates that the strong
coupling regime is also within the reach of this silica waveguide-resonator
system [243]. The isolation figure of merit (referenced to 1 dB insertion loss)
for the Fig. 7.11 result is quantified at 78.6 dBisolation/dBloss. This compares
extremely well to commercial fiber-optic Faraday isolators whose figures of
merit typically range between 60 - 100 dBisolation/dBloss, and far exceeds the
capabilities demonstrated till date by any other non-magnetic microscale op-
tical isolation approach. As shown in Table 7.1, our achieved contrast exceeds
the next best microscale experimental result in non-magnetic optical isola-
tion [14] by nearly 7 orders-of-magnitude (69.5 dB difference, i.e. 78.6 dB vs
9.09 dB) per 1 dB of insertion loss.
7.5.2 Independent reconfiguration of optical isolation
Finally, we also demonstrate the optical reconfigurability of the isolation di-
rection by means of independent control lasers that propagate in opposite
directions. This is demonstrated through an experiment (Fig. 7.12) where
the the control laser field is sequentially provided in the forward direction
only, backward direction only, and in both directions simultaneously. Since
the forward and backward directions in a whispering-gallery resonator are
nominally decoupled and the phonon mode also has an associated direction-
ality (i.e. momentum), the transparency is independently observed in the
directions in which a control laser field is supplied.
Fig. 7.12 shows that when no control field is provided, the anti-Stokes
optical mode is a simple Lorentzian shaped dip. However, when the con-
trol laser is supplied in the forward direction, a transparency is observed
by the forward probe. While this transparency is sustained in the forward
direction, we can independently switch on and off the transparency in the
backward direction. This is demonstrated by probing the anti-Stokes optical
mode in the backward direction with and without a backward control laser,
which results in an optical mode with and without transparency respectively.
Such reconfigurable transparency has never previously been demonstrated in
any other optical or opto-mechanical system. OMIT-based nonreciproc-











































































































Figure 7.12: Demonstrating reconfigurable optical isolation. Increasing the
control laser power in the forward direction, we observe the appearance of
the acousto-optical transparency. While transparency is enabled in the
forward direction, we can switch on and off the transparency in the
backward direction using a separate backward propagating control laser.
The red dashed line represents a fit using theoretical model for induced
transparency.
since both forward and reverse optical signals interact with the same zero-
momentum vibrational mode. Thus photon conversion can occur through an
optomechanical dark mode [244] shared between forward and reverse pumps,
i.e. forward (reverse) sources can modify light propagation in the reverse
(forward) direction.
7.5.3 Comparison of isolation performance
We quantitatively compare isolation performance against previously demon-
strated linear, magnet-free optical isolators in Table 7.1. Isolation contrast
(extinction ratio), quantifies the ratiometric difference for the forward and
reverse transmitted optical signals. Insertion loss quantifies the difference in
the input and forward transmitted signals. All these approaches only op-
erate over finite bandwidth, for which the 3 dB bandwidth quantifies the
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frequency span over which the contrast is within 3 dB of its highest value.
We also provide device size and the system used to assist with determining
the fit for specific applications. Since isolators may also be cascaded to in-
crease contrast, we normalize the isolation contrast for each demonstration
using 1 dB of insertion loss as a reference point, and provide the figure of
merit as dB of contrast per 1 dB of insertion loss.
While many previous reports show signatures of optical nonreciprocity,
several do not quantify the contrast or insertion loss metrics making it diffi-
cult to have a direct comparison. Sayrin et. al. report an excellent contrast
per 1 dB of insertion loss from a resonantly enhanced spin-polarized cold
atom system [14]. However, the target applications are different from the
other magnet-free isolation approaches reported here as this requires laser
cooling of the system. Lira et. al. report an impressive bandwidth of 200
GHz, but only show 3 dB contrast and extremely high insertion loss [9].
Our result exhibits an enormous 78.6 dB contrast per 1 dB of insertion
loss, which rivals the values seen on commercial magneto-optic based optical
isolators. Our demonstration has 69.5 dB higher figure of merit (nearly 7
orders-of-magnitude) relative to the next best microscale isolator result [14].
7.6 Conclusion
Achieving complete linear optical isolation through opto-mechanical inter-
actions that occur in all media, irrespective of crystallinity or amorphicity,
material band structure, magnetic bias, or presence of gain, ensures that
the technique could be implemented in nearly any photonic foundry process
with any optical material. Example systems that could support this iso-
lation approach are released optomechanical resonators with co-integrated
waveguides such as those shown in [245]. Since the isolation bandwidth
demonstrated here is relatively narrow, but is wavelength agnostic, this ap-
proach must be tailored for particular photonic device applications. However,
we must emphasize that the maximum bandwidth of this isolation approach
under strong acousto-optical coupling is only limited by the optical mode
linewidth κ2, allowing future improvement in isolation bandwidth to several
GHz with the use of low optical Q-factor modes and higher acoustic frequen-
cies. In contrast to all previous works, this induced transparency approach
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ensures that bidirectional signals are attenuated by default, and only unidi-
rectional transport is enabled when the control optical stimulus is applied.
This scheme additionally ensures protection for the system to be isolated in
case of failure of the control source, and allows the possibility of dynamic
optical shuttering. The absence of magnetic or radiofrequency electromag-
netic driving fields make this approach particularly useful for chip-scale cold
atom microsystems technologies, for both isolation and shuttering of optical






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INTEGRATION TO OPTICAL CIRCUIT
In many applications, miniaturization of large, macro-scale devices is of great
interest as a means to improve cost-effectiveness. Fluidic experiments often
requiring large channels and pumps are moving towards micro-scale lab-on-
a-chip platform for the cost and time savings as the interaction time nec-
essary for studying many physical effects reduces with a decrease in de-
vice size [246, 247, 248]. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) is persuing their own verson of lab-on-a-chip which miniaturizes
many of their sensors and integrates them in a single, field-deployable pack-
age [249, 250, 251]. And there is an effort to miniaturize an entire optical
system including light source, waveguide, resonator, detector, and other nec-
essary optical components into a single optical circuit [252, 253, 254]. With
many advancements in lithography techniques, the size of micro-scale devices
continues to decrease. However, reducing the device size and migrating to
MEMS platform can be difficult especially with optical components. There-
fore, we discuss designs and methods necessary for the integration of optical
resonator devices on-chip.
The goal here is to explore technologies on-hand for implementing previ-
ously demonstrated BSIT optical isolator in optical circuits. Current com-
mercial optical isolators rely on the Faraday effect and are realized in systems
built with rare-earth metal iron garnets. Years of research and development
in precision optics and Faraday optical isolation techniques have led to an
excellent optical isolation contrast as well as low insertion loss. However,
the limitations arising from the rare-earth metal iron garnets’ magneto-optic
coefficients are not yet overcome. Terbium gallium garnet (TGG) commonly
used for the construction of Faraday optical isolators for its large magneto-
optic coefficient (50 to 300 Rad/Tm at visible wavelength) still requires cm-
scale device length for an optimal optical isolation. Therefore, the Faraday
optical isolators with micron-scale device length suitable for microsystems
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fail to reach the desired performance. In addition, the lack of deposition and
etching methods for magnets and iron garnets complicates the microfabri-
cation and truly monolithic integration of Faraday optical isolators on-chip.
For this reason, the magnet-free optical isolation techniques such as BSIT
optical isolator appeal as desirable alternatives for optical systems on-chip.
The construction of optical system on-chip consists of many optical de-
vices such as lasers, couplers, waveguides and many more depending on the
application. For implementation of an optical isolator into such system, we
consider the design of BSIT optical isolator and how it can be modified to
adapt to micro-scale optical systems better. This includes the design consid-
erations to minimize the optical isolator’s influences to the overall system.
Also, we consider the compatibility of BSIT optical isolator with common
optical materials found in microsystems.
8.1 Resonator and waveguide material
Before the resonator and waveguide designs are presented, we briefly com-
ment on the material used for the fabrication of BSIT optical isolator on-
chip. In the first experimental demonstration o f Brillouin scattering induced
transparency (BSIT) [22], microsphere optical resonator constructed from a
tapered optical fiber (Corning SMF-28e+) is used. This particular optical
fiber consists of core and cladding both made from silicon dioxide (SiO2) for
its excellent optical transmission characteristic in the C-band (1530 to 1565
nm). In this wavelength, the optical loss is typically less than 0.2 dB/km.
Furthermore, SiO2 is a material with well-established fabrication processes
from the semiconductor industry and is compatible with CMOS fabrication
processes [136]. The challenge in using SiO2, however, lies in the fabrication
of on-chip waveguides. Similar to the optical fiber where a core is surrounded
by a cladding layer, the on-chip waveguide also requires a core and a cladding.
The cladding is required to have the refractive index that is lower than the
refractive index of the core. This allows the light to be confined within the
core by the total internal reflection. However, the material with index lower
than SiO2 (1.45) is rare besides air or vacuum, which cannot support released
structures.
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A good alternative to SiO2 is silicon nitride (SiNx). SiNx is also CMOS
fabrication compatible and is optically transparent at C-band [136,255]. But
most importantly, SiNx has a refractive index of 1.99. Therefore, SiO2 makes
a good cladding material for SiNx core.
8.1.1 Brillouin gain
Brillouin gain is a material property which determines the degree of ampli-
fication from Brillouin scattering. In the context of BSIT and slow light,







where go is Brillouin gain, γe is electrostrictive coefficient, ω is laser fre-
quency, n is refractive index, v is speed of sound, c is speed of light in vacuum,
ρo is material density, and ΓB is acoustic linewidth (or inverse of phonon life-
time τ = Γ−1B ) [171]. In Eq. 8.1, it is important to note that the Brillouin
gain does not have inverse relationship to the refractive index, but instead
the Brillouin gain is proportional to n7 because the electrostrictive coefficient
is proportional to n4 [256].
Therefore, the material with different values of electrostrictive coefficient
and refractive index may be explored. For instance, chalcogenide has a very
high electrostrictive coefficient which will further enhance SBS effects [257].
And there are materials with negative electrostrictive coefficient [258] which
may bring interesting applications in the future.
8.2 On-chip resonator designs
In the first demonstration of Brillouin scattering induced transparency (BSIT)
[22], the microsphere optical resonator coupled to tapered fiber coupoler is
used. Despite the ease of fabrication process, both the resonator and cou-
pler are not compatible with chip-scale fabrication process. Typically, any
3-dimensional structure in microsystems is expensive and time-consuming.
Therefore, other alternatives of sphere resonators are considered here.
Fortunately, BSIT is not bound by the resonator geometry as Brillouin
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scattering is a material-level nonlinear effect. There exists several optical
resonator designs that supports BSIT and were previously fabricated on-chip
such as disc [75], double disc [259], ring [260], toroid [137], racetrack [261],
Bragg-reflector [262], photonic crystal [263] and many more. Of such optical
resonators, we have fabricated disc, toroid and ring resonators (Fig. 8.1) for
further analysis.
Among the three designs, the disc resonator etched using hydrogen fluo-
ride (Fig. 8.1a) is the most promising for integration to optical circuit. This
wedged disc resonator design is shown to provide good optical mode confine-
ment as well as high quality factor [75] whereas the ring resonator etched
using dry etching technique (deep reactive ion etching) has low quality fac-
tor due to the surface roughness during the etching process (Fig. 8.1c, d).
Lastly, the toroid resonator fabricated by melting the disk resonator with
CO2 laser shows good device performance (Fig. 8.1b). However, the lasing
process changes the device diameter during formation of torus making the






Figure 8.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
resonators. a. Disc resonator etched using HF. Wedge is created on the
top side. b. Toroid resonator formed by heating disc resonator with CO2
laser. c. Ring resonator etched using RIE. d. Side view of the ring
resonator.
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8.2.1 Wedged disk resonator
Among many whispering gallery resonators compatible with chip-scale pro-
cess, we further investigate the wedged disk resonator offering high quality
factor [75]. The fabrication procedure is a simple one-mask process as out-
lined in Fig. 3.18. The highest optical quality factor reported in wedged disk
resonator is 875 million [75].
a
b
Figure 8.2: a. Disk resonator fabricated using deep-reactive-ion etching
(DRIE) technique. As the disk is etched using DRIE, the side profile is
vertical, but roughness is high. b. Wedged disk resonator fabricated using
HF wet etching technique. As shown from profilometer measurement
(Fig. 8.5), the side profile is slanted. However, wet-etching technique yields
a smooth side wall.
The first on-chip whispering gallery resonator fabricated, however, was a
disk resonator with a vertical sidewall as shown in Fig. 8.2a. Any anisotropic
dry-etching technique can be used to create a vertical sidewall, but here,
deep-reactive-ion etching (DRIE) with CF4 and CHF3 gases is used. The disk
resonator can be integrated with the optical waveguide and coupler which are
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defined simultaneously with the resonator. The optical modes within the disk
resonator reside close to the outer edge making them accessible to waveguides
patterned on the same layer. Due to the nature of etching process involving
diffusion of etch gases, the sidewall is prone to having rough surfaces leading
to lower quality factor. The surface roughness can be improved by optimizing
etching parameters such as chamber pressure, gas mixture ratio, and plasma
power. Others have reported smoothening of surfaces via annealing [264] and
oxidation [265]. In order to enhance the surface roughness and to achieve
higher quality factor, I fabricated wedged disk resonator using buffered oxide
etch (BOE). Replacing dry etching with wet etching, the surface roughness
is improved significantly.
As shown in Fig. 8.2b, the wedged disk resonator surface roughness can
no longer be observed in scanning electron microscope (SEM). Thus, I am
forced to use either transmission electron mircoscope (TEM) or atomic force
microscope (AFM) which are able to achieve sub-nm level resolution. In
this thesis, I used AFM surface characterization technique for its ability to
output root-mean-square (RMS) roughness without relying on image analysis
software and the ease of sample preparation before the surface scanning.
Fig. 8.3a shows the AFM scan of wedged disk resonator surface after BOE
etching. The RMS roughness of fabricated device is close to 0.1 nm well










Figure 8.3: a. AFM scan of wedged resonator surface before releasing the
disk via XeF2 etching. The RMS roughness is 0.1001 nm. b. AFM scan of
wedged resonator surface after releasing the disk via XeF2 etching. The
RMS roughness is now increased to 0.3357 nm.
As a result of BOE wet etching, the disk resonator has a slanted sidewell
that resembles a wedge. The wet etching guarantees a smooth resonator
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surface as shown in Fig. 8.2a and 8.3a. However, the wet etching results in a
smaller resonator diameter compared to what was designed on the photomask
which makes the on-chip waveguide implementation difficult, the problem we
faced with the toroid resonator. Nevertheless, the wedge offers a profound
advantage in regards to the optical confinement. As the optical mode is
confined near the edge where the disk thickness reduces to a point (Fig. 8.4),
we can make use of boundary effect that squeezes the optical and acoustic
mode together for enhanced optomechanical coupling [76] which also leads
to an increase in cooperativity [99].
Figure 8.4: Various optical mode shapes in microtoroid and wedged disk
resonators are simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. Resonators
diameter is ∼160 µm, optical wavelength is 1550 nm, and M-number
(azimuthal order) is 468. a.-d. The optical modes within a microtoroid
resonator. The modes are widely spread out across the axial direction.
Torus diameter is 10 µm. Only small region near torus is shown here. e.-g.
The optical modes within a wedged disk resonator. As the resonator
thickness is less than the optical wavelength especially at the wedge, the
geometry plays an important role in shaping the optical mode. Disk
thickness is 1 µm.
8.3 Active optical device on-chip
In extension of on-chip resonator, active optical devices with piezo-electric
interdigital transducer (IDT) are considered in this section. The goal is to
deposit AlN piezo-electric film on top of SiO2 where optical mode is confined
and to pattern IDT for actuating an acoustic wave (Fig. 8.6). Such active
optical device can modulate light and potentially support Brillouin scattering
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Figure 8.5: The wedge disk resonator geometry is measured using
profilometer. During the fabrication, the resonator side profile is
determined by the photoresist adhesion strength. Thus, enhancing the
photoresist adhesion by using adhesion promoter (Dow Chemical AP8000)
and post-baking process (3 min at 110 ◦C) helps to achieve sharper wedge
angle. It is found that the post-baking contributes significantly to the
adhesion of the photoresist during HF wet-etching process.
Figure 8.6: Rendered image of wedged disk resonator with piezo-electric
interdigital transducer patterned on the top. (Inset) Simulation of optical
mode confined within the wedge region. AlN has refractive index higher
than SiO2 and thus, must not reside near the optical mode.
with engineered optical mode pair satisfying the phase matching condition.
The fabrication process for wedged disk resonator with IDT is outlined
in Fig. 8.7 (See Appendix. C for the detailed fabrication procedure). The
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fabrication starts with Si wafer with thermal oxide. AlN is sputter coated.
Al electrode and AlN disk layers are patterned first to reduce the chance of
contaminating SiO2 optical layer. Wedged disk resonator is patterned and
etched using wet etching (buffered oxide etch). Then, Silicon substrate is
etched using XeF2 etcher to release the resonator preventing optical field
leakage as Si has refractive index much higher than SiO2. Scanning electron









Figure 8.7: Fabrication process for wedged disk resonator with
piezo-electric interdigital transducer.
Figure 8.8: Scanning electron microscope image of fabricated devices.
(Left) Resonator with IDT covering the entire disk. (Right) IDT covers
only a small region on disk resonator. Also, two IDT sections are offset to















Figure 8.9: The disk resonator fabricated on-chip is tested on a probe
station modified to implement tapered waveguide. The intracavity optical
signal is modulated as a drive frequency is applied to the interdigital
transducer actuating the acoustic wave. The photodetector (PD) then picks
up the beat note between the laser input and modulated optical signals.
Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplifies the optical signal and fiber
polarization controller (FPC) prepares the polarization for efficient light
coupling.
8.3.1 Characterization of on-chip disk resonator
We characterize the fabricated on-chip disk resonator to verify the feasibility
for the demonstration of Brillouin scattering induced transparency in this
device. For the experimental setup, we modify the commercial probe sta-
tion to accept the tapered waveguide and set up the optical test bench as
schematically shown in Fig. 8.9. Here, we monitor the optical transmission
for characterizing the optical Quality factor and optical response to study
optical modulation from interdigital transducer (IDT) using this setup.
As discussed in Ch. 7, the optical Quality factor is an important parame-
ter that directly affects the optical isolation contrast in Brillouin scattering
induced transparency system. Due to the nature of on-chip fabrication pro-
cess, we fabricate tens or hundreds of resonators in a single fab-run. Thus,
we first check the optical Quality factor to identify the resonators to be used
in the experiment. At the two desired operating laser wavelengthes, the op-
tical Quality factor is found to be 106 at 1550 nm and 5× 105 at 780 nm as
shown in Fig. 8.10. The difference in Quality factor is due to the absorption
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Figure 8.10: The optical quality factor of resonator fabricated on-chip is
measured at a. 1550 nm and b. 780 nm laser wavelength.
coefficients at the respective laser wavelength.
Figure 8.11: The optical response (S21) measured at a. 1550 nm and b.
780 nm laser wavelength. The mechanical spectrum can be inferred from
the optical S21 as the mechanical vibration modulates the optical signal.
We then proceed to show the excitation of mechanical modes using inter-
digital transducer (IDT). While applying the RF stimulus to the IDT, we
monitor the optical output to plot the optical S21 spectrum. The spectrum
shows the device response from the electrical signal and validates that elec-
trical to mechanical to optical transduction is taking place. The excitation of
mechanical modes is an important step towards demonstration of Brillouin
scattering induced transparency (BSIT) on-chip. However, we were not able
to show BSIT quite yet due several factors. First of all, the optical and me-
chanical quality factors are not high enough to show noticeable transparency
from the optical transmission. We attempted to overcome the low quality
factor issue by driving the IDT with larger power, but have found that the
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thin IDT strips are not able to withstand the thermal dissipation. Also, it
is possible that the radiation pressure mechanical mode is being actuated
instead of the necessary traveling acoustic mode.
8.4 Path to Brillouin scattering induced transparency
and optical isolation on-chip
Before concluding this chapter, we shall briefly review previous demonstra-
tions of Brillouin scattering on-chip to seek a path towards showing Brillouin
scattering induced transparency (BSIT) and also, BSIT-based optical isola-
tion technique on-chip. Brillouin scattering is of great interest especially for
its capability to work as an extremely narrow linewidth optical source. Thus,
many Brillouin scattering compatible micro- and nano-photonic devices were
explored. Eggleton was one of the first to propose photonic circuit system
entirely compatible with chip-scale process [167, 169, 176, 257]. These sys-
tems utilize high Brillouin gain material such as Chalcogenide to enhance
the optical nonlinearity and device performance. This approach, however, is
typically not suitable for resonator devices due to high absorption coefficients
of many exotic materials.
Another approach is to engineer optical confinement and mechanical mode
overlap to enhance Brillouin gain and nonlinear effects [170, 236, 266]. This
method improves the optomechanical coupling and in turn, Brillouin scat-
tering becomes more distinguished. Kittlaus et. al. demonstrated in a
uniquely designed suspended waveguide structure that Brillouin gain can be
significantly enhanced by modifying the device geometry [236]. Although
it was demonstrated in a linear, non-resonant structure initially, we could
implement this methodology in a suspended ring resonator or a racetrack
resonator to attain similar benefits [267].
Separately, there are efforts to improve the quality factor and to approach
the material limit set by the absorption coefficients [268,269,270]. With the
improved etch recipe and resonator geometry, Quality factor of 800 million
was demonstrated already [75]. More recently, 200 million Quality factor
was demonstrated even with integrated waveguides that are fully capable
of evanescent light coupling [268]. Even at this level, the improvement in
Quality factor over the devices used in our earlier experiments.
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Figure 8.12: Estimated size of Brillouin scattering induced transparency
(BSIT) for 200-fold difference in Quality factor a. BSIT with Quality factor
of 200 million. b. BSIT with Quality factor of 1 million while the
optomechanical coupling rate is kept identical. Inset shows the negligible
induced transparency theoretically achievable (Note the axis range).
Recalling the Quality factor shown from the on-chip hybrid disk resonator
device with integrated IDT, the difference in Quality factor from [268] is
nearly ×200. Such large difference in Quality factor directly affects the size
of induced transparency. In essence, the induced transparency can be hidden
entirely under the noise floor when the optical Quality factor is poor as
shown in Fig. 8.12. Thus, we believe improving the resonator Quality factor
will greatly improve the chance for observing Brillouin scattering induced




In this thesis, we showed that Brillouin scattering acousto-optic interaction
that is phase matched with a long-lived high-coherence phonon mode can
lead to the induced transparency. The unique energy and momentum con-
servation (phase matching) requirement associated with Brillouin scattering
and Brillouin scattering induced transparency (BSIT) process leads to the
rapidly changing optical response which we interpret as the slow and fast
light. From the literature survey, it is found that BSIT slow and fast light
system outperforms the state-of-the-art SBS systems by five-orders of mag-
nitude in terms of an engineering metric, delay-bandwidth per power per
device size. These results prove that BSIT system is an ideal candidate for
building non-reciprocal optical devices such as optical isolator and circulator
especially on-chip.
There are several ways in which this work should be further pursued. First,
the operating laser wavelength may be expanded. This experiment was car-
ried out using a C-band laser (1530 to 1565 nm). However, the Brillouin
scattering process is not limited to C-band nor infrared wavelength range.
As there are optical applications that require operating wavelength of dif-
ferent wavelengths, further investigation of BSIT and optical isolation at
different wavelength is planned.
Further, the operating bandwidth of the slow light and optical isolation
is to be increased. The achieved bandwidth of 17 kHz has limited appli-
cations due to its inability to effectively process short pulses. To resolve
this issue, several solutions are considered. Poulton et. al. demonstrated
increased bandwidth in Brillouin scattering based frequency comb by engi-
neering the dispersion line of the two optical fields to match in parallel, which
theoretically allows the Brillouin phase matching to occur for all optical fre-
quencies [175]. Also, frequency dithering of the control laser is known for
increasing the bandwidth [271]. Frequency dithered input signal can excite
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more than one acoustic mode at slightly different frequencies. In effect, the
operating bandwidth will be increased.
Lastly, the slow and fast light and optical isolation experiment has to be
further explored. The slow and fast light time is calculated based on the
phase response of a probing optical signal. The experiment in which a pulse
is sent and measured to show exactly how much delay can be achieved will
give a concrete proof of the BSIT slow light system. Also, the optical isola-
tion experiment where the light is sent from both direction simultaneously
should be carried out. Although BSIT non-reciprocity and optical isolation
is demonstrated here, an experiment where the probe is sent from both for-

























Figure A.1: Setup for Lorentz reciprocity
Here we derive Lorentz reciprocity relationship using radiating antenna ex-
ample. This derivation and other reciprocity theorems can be found in [272].
Assume we have two electromagnetic radiation sources J1 and J2 with
associated electric and magnetic components Ei and Hi defined as
∇× Ei = −
∂Bi
∂t




+ Ji = jωεEi + Ji (A.2)
We then take the curl of poynting vectors to deduce the Lorentz reciprocity
theorem.
∇ · (E1 ×H2 − E2 ×H1) (A.3)
= (∇× E1) ·H2 − E1 · (∇×H2)− (∇× E2) ·H1 + E2 · (∇×H1) (A.4)
= −M1 ·H2 − E1 · J2 + M2 ·H1 + E2 · J2 (A.5)
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Integrating the divergence over the volume of interest yields the most gen-
eral form of Lorentz reciprocity equation
‹
S




(−M1 ·H2 − E1 · J2 + M2 ·H1 + E2 · J1) dv′ (A.6)
In the antenna theory, the Poynting vector points radially outward and is
normal to the sphere. Thus, we can simplify the epxression as
(E1 ×H2 − E2 ×H1) · n̂dS = (n̂× E1) ·H2 − (n̂× E2) ·H1 (A.7)
And since electric and magnetic fields are related through the expression
H = (n̂× E)/η
(E1 ×H2 − E2 ×H1) · n̂dS = ηH1 ·H2 − ηH2 ·H1 (A.8)
= 0
Therefore, the Lorentz reciprocity equation Eq. A.6 reduce to
˚
V
(E1 · J2 −M2 ·H1) dv′ =
˚
V
(E2 · J1 −M1 ·H2) dv′ (A.9)
In this equation, the LHS corresponds to the reaction of field E1 from the
source J2 and the RHS corresponds to the reaction of field E2 from the source







The system of equations describing the intracavity fields in Brillouin scat-
tering induced transparency (BSIT) can be derived classically as shown in
Ch. 5.3.2. For better understanding of the system from quantum mechanical
perspective, we provide the derivation using Hamiltonian of BSIT system.
The Hamiltonian for Brillouin scattering induced transparency is given
by [10]
H = Ho +Hint +Hinput (B.1)
where Ho is the Hamiltonian for optical and acoustic modes, Hint is the inter-
action Hamiltonian, and Hinput is the external input (source of excitation).



























where a (a†) and b (b†) are optical and acoustic modes bosonic annhilation
(creation) operators respectively, ω is the optical mode frequency, Ωm is
the mechanical mode frequency, β is the optomechanical coupling, kex is the
waveguide-resonator coupling rate, and Sin is optical driving field (c = control
field, p = probe field). In a frame rotating at the control laser frequency ωc,





























we can find the expression for the intracavity control field
ȧ1 = i∆1a1 −
κ
2
a1 − iβ∗a2b† +
√
κexSin,c (B.7)
Carrying out the same calculation for the probe and acoustic field, we can
find the complete system of equation















All microfabricated devices presented in this thesis are fabricated using clean-
room facility at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Micro and Nan-
otechnology Lab. Fabrication procedure presented below thus is not opti-
mized for other cleanroom facilities and equipment. Some machine parame-
ters may need to be modified.
C.1 On-chip silica disk fabrication procedure
1. If starting with old sample, prepare clean substrate by performing ei-
ther
• Resist stripping in PG remover >10min at 70◦C
• Piranha cleaning >10min
2. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
3. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
4. O2 descum 3min at 500W
5. Apply HMDS and wait >10sec then spin 30sec at 3000rpm, bake 2min
at 110◦C
6. Spin SPR220 30sec at 3000rpm
7. Softbake 2min at 110◦C
8. Expose disc pattern
9. Post-exposure bake 1min at 110◦C
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10. Develop in 4:1 = DI:AZ400K solution (Note: AZ400K is not compatible
with AlN)
11. Remove edge bead using a swab and acetone
12. O2 descum 1min at 250W
13. Hardbake 2min at 110◦C
14. BOE etch 1hr for 2.5um silica or longer for thicker silica (∼1.6hr for
4um)
15. Examine to make sure the exposed silicon substrate is hydrophobic
(repels water)
16. Resist stripping in PG remover for ¿5min
17. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
18. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
19. XeF2 etching (Etching 140um horizontally for 2 of 1cm x 1cm chips
requires 70 cycles)
C.2 On-chip silica/AlN disk with electrode fabrication
procedure
Pattern Aluminum Top Electrode
1. If starting with old sample, prepare clean substrate by performing ei-
ther
• Resist stripping in PG remover >10min at 70◦C
• Piranha cleaning >10min
2. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
3. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
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4. O2 descum 3min at 500W
5. (Optional) Apply HMDS and wait >10sec then spin 30sec at 3000rpm,
bake 2min at 110◦C
6. Spin AZ1813 30sec at 3000rpm
7. Softbake 2min at 110◦C
8. Expose top electrode pattern
9. Develop in 1:1 = DI:Microposit developer solution (Note: Do NOT use
AZ400K)
10. O2 descum 1min at 250W
11. Sputter 50nm aluminum
12. Lift off aluminum in PG remover
Pattern AlN Layer (Option 1: By dry etching)
1. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
2. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
3. O2 descum 3min at 500W
4. Apply HMDS and wait >10sec then spin 30sec at 3000rpm, bake 2min
at 110◦C
5. Spin SPR220 30sec at 3000rpm
6. Softbake 2min at 110◦C
7. Expose AlN disc pattern
8. Post-exposure bake 1min at 110◦C
9. Develop in 1:1 = DI:Microposit developer solution (Note: Do NOT use
AZ400K)
10. O2 descum 1min at 250W
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11. Hardbake 2min at 110◦C
12. Etch AlN layer in Oxford RIE
13. Resist stripping in PG remover for >5min
Pattern AlN Layer (Option 2: By wet etching)
1. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
2. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
3. O2 descum 3min at 500W
4. Sputter copper
5. Spin SPR220 30sec at 3000rpm
6. Softbake 2min at 110◦C
7. Exposde AlN disc pattern
8. Post-exposure bake 1min at 110◦C
9. Develop in 1:1 = DI:Mircoposit developer solution
10. O2 descum 1min at 250W
11. Hardbake 2min at 110◦C
12. Etch copper layer in copper etchant (Need AlN- or Al-compatible cop-
per etchant)
13. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
14. Etch AlN layer in AZ400K or other AlN etchant
15. Etch copper layer in copper etchant
Pattern Silica Layer
1. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
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2. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
3. O2 descum 3min at 500W
4. Apply HMDS and wait >10sec then spin 30sec at 3000rpm, bake 2min
at 110◦C
5. Spin SPR220 30sec at 3000rpm
6. Softbake 2min at 110◦C
7. Expose disc pattern
8. Post-exposure bake 1min at 110◦C
9. Develop in 1:1 = DI:Microposit developer solution (Note: Do NOT use
AZ400K)
10. Remove edge bead using a swab and acetone
11. O2 descum 1min at 250W
12. Hardbake 2min at 110◦C
13. BOE etch 1hr for 2.5um silica or longer for thicker silica (∼1.6hr for
4um)
14. Examine to make sure the exposed silicon substrate is hydrophobic
(repels water) and repeat BOE etch until silicon is exposed.
15. Resist stripping in PG remover for >5min
16. Acetone - IPA - DI - IPA - N2 dry
17. Dehydration bake 2min at 110◦C
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